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Professor Harvey

B.

Scribner

(1969), writing about the quality of

education in developing countries has
said, "there are two
strictly professional factors that
determine the ability
(as distinct from the willingness)
of an educational system
to move from one stage to higher ones.
They are
(a)

the

level of general education of the teachers
in the system,
and

the amount and kind of training they received."

(b)

This writer maintains that there is

a

consensus among

Nigerian educators that the Nigerian teaching force falls
well short of what is not merely desirable but essential
if

education is to perform its task effectively.
to Segun Adesina, a prominent Nigerian educator

According
(1977),

the

Nigerian educational institutions are replete with teachers
who are inadequately qualified academically and profes-

sionally

.

The

purpose of this study has been to provide data

for establishing guidelines for valid, useful, inservice

educational programmes for Surulere/Itire/Ikate school
IV

district of Lugos State, Nigeria,

The study is built upon

the premises that inservice education of
teachers is an

imperative in the continuing growth of Nigerian
teachers,
and that to develop effective inservice programmes,
teachers' specific needs must be determined.

To determine

these needs a valid instrument must be utilized.

After researching the field of needs assessment,
the writer took ideas from many great models but relied

heavily on the methodology developed by Coffing and

Hutchinson (1973; 1974)

.

The design was first implemented

by a series of two group interviews in each of ten schools
in the Surulere /Itire/Ikate school district of Lagos State.

The participants in these interviews were selected teachers,

administrators and the Inspector of Schools, who helped define
the needs of primary school teachers.

Needs generated from

the interview prioritization and analysis, were then

synthesized into 84 needs statements.

From these,

a

item questionnaire was devised and disseminated to

a

twenty

random sample of the Surulere /Itire /Ikate school district.
The data from these questionnaires were then analyzed
to provide guidelines for inservice education programmes.

This study concluded with an evaluation of its design, its
use, and its effectiveness,

as well as recommendations for

further research.
v
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
On the base of a statue in Paris of the famous

French revolutionary teacher Danton, there is the following
inscription:

"Next to daily bread, the most urgent need

of the people is education."

words it was undeniably

a

When Danton uttered those

revolutionary thought.

This

philosophy goes to prove that the ideology on which

Nigeria's present day educational policy is founded is no
novelty
For Nigeria, the past three decades were marked by

activities in the field of education.

The pace had been,

and still is, definitely unparalleled elsewhere in Black

Africa

(Adesina,

1977).

The period in Nigeria had witnessed

continuing educational experimentations, controversies
and innovations beginning on a large scale in 1955 with
the introduction of the Universal Primary Education in the

former Western region and reaching a landmark twenty-two

years later with the National Universal Primary Education
Scheme
In January 1974 at Sokoto

,

General Yakubu Gowon

then Nigeria's Head of State, announced that the country

would soon embark on

a

programme of universal primary
1

2

education on

a

national scale.

The announcement at

Sokoto generated considerable
public debate and national
attention was focused on it so
much that the U.P.E. became
a contracted watchword in
the press (West Africa,
3/25/74), and in the universities
among professional
organizations.
The decision by the Federal
Military
Government to start Universal Primary
Education in September of 1976 and make it compulsory
in 1979 is, in this
writer's opinion, not only consistent
with the educational development plans which UNESCO
had charted for its
less developed members but it also is
a demonstration of
good intentions.

Education was broadly conceived by the

government as an investment.

And without playing down

the likely returns to both the individual and
society,

government concern was directed more at the equity of
the
investment itself.

The National Policy stated

furthermore to foster the much needed unity of Nigeria,
imbalances in inter-state and intra-state development has
to be corrected.

Not only is education the greater force

that can bring about redress, it is the greatest invest-

ment that the nation can make for quick development of its
economic, political, sociological and human resources
(National Policy on Education,

1977)

Primary education

was viewed as a political resource which must be evenly

distributed because it is

a

pre-requisite for the equaliza-

3

tion of opportunities for education
across the country in
all its facets (Federal Government
of Nigeria, Third

National Development Plan, 1965).

When considered from

the theoretical perspective, the
U.P.E., according to

this writer, epitomises the social demand
approach to

educational planning.

One inherent weakness of this

approach was that the plan was based more on the
emotional
rather than accurate statistical figures.
There
was no

realistic projections of primary school enrollment
over
time.

In Nigeria,

realistic projections is beyond the

capacity of the government (Segun, 1977).
One of the several charges against stated govern-

ment objectives on the free primary education scheme was
that it lacked philosophical or ideological commitment

that can enhance the effectiveness of the scheme.

Precisely, critics generally noted that the free

primary education schemes were more of

propaganda than

a

education problems

a

political

formula to effectively tackle Nigeria's
(West Africa, March 25,

1974).

It has

also been argued that those who advocated the scheme in the

past demonstrated their lack of faith in it by sending

their children to fee-paying institutions
1

974)

(G.N.

Nwankwo,

.

It is the opinion of this writer that the right of

an individual to receive six years of free primary educa-

4

tion was not the problem,
but rather fears and
concerns
have been expressed as to
the emphasis on quantitative

education rather than qualitative.

Quantitative education

is here operationally
defined as any education that
is

only concerned with numbers,
i.e., the enrollment of
students.
Qualitative education on the other
hand, is
operationally defined as any education
that strives at the
attainment of the highest standard
of excellence on the
part of the students.
Moreover, it is this writer's
opinion that an essential feature of
any programme that
guarantees free primary education is the
supply of teachers
to support the scheme.
The government recognized the need
for teachers and immediately made a
pronouncement that
2.000 teacher educators be recruited to
staff present and
new teacher training institutions. The
problem of determining how many teachers were needed given the
un-

reliability of statistics available was one that had
to
be reckoned with.

Professor Onabamiro estimated that

150.000 trained teachers would be needed to operate the

scheme and suggested that at least 20,000 additional

teachers be trained annually (1974)
Union of Teachers

.

At the Nigerian

(hereafter referred to as N.U.T.)

seminar,

the chief Federal Advisor on Education; Shehu Bakari

declared that the nation would require an additional
38,070 to the normal annual output of 30,000 teachers.

5

Another participant at the
seminar argued that by 19761977 the year for launching
the scheme, school
enrollment
would have risen from its
estrmate of 5,136,392 in 19741975 to 6,900,000; for the
school year
1973-1974 there

were about 129,300 primary
school teachers; based on
the
above enrollment figure for
primary school children and
on the assumption that the
teacher pupil ratio 1 :35
continued the delegate, there
should be 157,000 primary
school teachers to start the
scheme in
,

1976

(Kounnu,
She thus arrived at an additional
figure of 27,700

1975).

additional teachers contradicting
Onabamiro's 20,000 and
the Chief Advisor's 38,070.
Yet another participant
at

the same seminar projected 55,000
additional teachers

each year for the first four years of
the scheme (Babalola,
1975).
The evolution of diverse projections
with sizeable
gaps illustrate the dangers and hazards
involved in working with imagined statistics.
The end result of
all the

conflicting projections was that more teachers were
needed
than had been anticipated and this in turn led
to

a

recruitment of unqualified teachers (Okunola, 1974).
PROBLEM
In Nigerian educational and political circles,

no question appears to be more topical today than
that of quantitative and qual i ta ti ve education

(see

massive

6

above for definition of both)

.

One set of advocates

plead that education and all that it
implies must be made
available for all. The other set of advocates
urges that
any education that is worthwhile must
have high quality
and that mass education that lacks quality
merit is useless.

If this writer may express a general but
preliminary

opinion, it will be to say that both sides are
right and

wrong in the sense that they are looking at two
different
sides of the same coin.
It would be unfair to say that those who want

quality dislike quantity and that those who want education
for all do not care for quality.

Education for all is

highly desirable for the community but the quality of such

education must be good and relevant to the needs of the
society.

A quantitative provision of education, in which

teachers are inadequate, uncommitted, ignorant of what to
teach, and incapable of giving guidance and leadership,

can become a social malady
C.

E.

(Awokoya

,

1980).

Beeby (1969), writing about the quality of

education in developing countries has said, "there are
two strictly professional factors that determine the
ability (as distinct from the willingness) of an educa-

tional system to move from one stage to higher ones.
are

(a)

the level of general education of the teachers in

the system, and

received

They

(b)

the amount and kind of training they

7

As shown diagramatically in
Table

1,

were 17,000 primary schools in
Nigeria with

rollment of two and

a

half million children.

school teachers at the time numbered
80,000.
to Segun Adesina

(1977,

p.

72)

in
a

1959 there

total en-

The primary

According

about three-quarters of

this number were untrained and among
the one-quarter that

were considered trained, only one-third
had received
education beyond the primary school level.
No explanation
IS given for the drop in primary
schools and enrollment
for 1959 to 1960.

The teacher training programme approved by the

Federal government of Nigeria for the training of
primary

school teachers consisted of:
(i)

One year course for the holders of the West

African school certificate
(ii)

Two year course for those who attempted West

African school certificate but failed
(iii

Three year course for holders of the Modern
III or S.

75

certificate (recognized Secondary

Class IV certificate)
(iv)

Five year course for holders of the primary

school leaving certificate.
The different courses lead to the Grade II teacher's

qualification which is the basic qualification for
teaching at the primary school level.

8
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Although the grade II certificate is favoured
as
the minimum qualification for primary school
teaching not

all Nigerian primary school teachers are so
qualified.
In 1972,

according to Adesina

(p.

142)

a

prominent Nigerian

educator, only 49 percent of the primary school teachers

were qualified at the grade II level.

Eighteen percent

held the old grade III certificates while 33 percent were
not educated beyond the primary school level.
II

The grade

certificates have since been phased out.
This writer maintains that there is a consensus

among Nigerian educators that the Nigerian teaching force
falls well short of what is essential if education is to

perform its task effectively.
(1977)

According to Segun Adesina

the Nigerian educational institution is replete with

shortcomings.

There is concern about the high proportion

of teachers in the schools who are inadequately qualified

academically or professionally.

Nigerian teacher training

programmes are under constant attack that they are in-

sufficiently rigorous and insufficiently professional,
that they do not adequately reflect needs development in

educational practice.

There are questions being raised

about the ability of teachers now being produced.

More-

over, no programme, no matter how good and efficient,

can sustain
1975, p.

a

300)

teacher through his/her career (Thompson,

10

It

is this writer's opinion that as teachers
are

engaged in the teaching process without adequate training,
it is the problem of administrators and educators to

provide a mechanism by which teachers can be trained on
the job.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to provide guidelines
for the development of a comprehensive inservice educa-

tional programme for Lagos State primary school teachers.
This writer assumes that the need for newly thought

out and fundamentally strong ways to train and retrain

teachers is imperative, and that it is no longer enough
that an accomplished teacher be turned out after

years college training programme.

a

few

Like the students whom

they serve, teachers need continual education so as to

become more experienced and knowledgeable, not only in

what they teach but in how they teach and in the awareness
of whom they teach.
In the past decade particularly,

the number of

studies, reports, plans, program, evaluations, and

criticism pro and con about the continuing education of
teachers has mounted year by year.

McCollough (1973)
thinking.

Wagstaff and

summarize the need and direction of this

Reformers continue to look in various directions

for new ways to improve the schools.

However, schools

will not change unless educators change, not once
but

continually.

Thus, the continuing education of teachers

themselves is at the heart of both school reform and

consequently of the restoration of public confidence in
the quality of the school system.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The history of inservice education as detailed by

Nigerian educators Uche (1975)

,

American educators Richey (1957)
(1971), Yarger and others

and Lawrence

(1975)

Ukeje
,

(1974)

Rubin

(1974, Toll

and

,

(1971)

,

Tilley

(1974), and Edelfelt

reveal that inservice education was,

and still is geard toward remedying extensive teacher

incompetence

(Thompson, 1975).

As a result of this,

direction had to come from the outside, from

a

higher

authority, usually the school inspectors or later the
normal school professor or principal.
It is this writer's belief that there is a need in

Nigeria for

a

shift in the trend of inservice education

balance of power, from

a

position external to the teachers

to a point more within their own decision-making and

control

(Annual Digest of Educational Statistics, Federal

Ministry of Education Series No.

2,

Vol.

1,

Lagos:

Government Printer, 1971).
As Neither time nor finances will allow this

writer to examine inservice education programme develop-

12

ment in the different state training institutions
in
Nigeria, this study focused on an inservice
programme

development for Lagos State primary school teachers.
Lagos is the capital of Nigeria and as the capital
city, is
the headquarters for all major institutions in Nigeria.

federal administrative machine is also centered in
Lagos.

Moreover, Lagos has the single most concentration

of teacher training institutions in the country, nine to
be precise.

There are eight teacher training institutions

for the training of primary school teachers, one Nigerian

College of Education (N.C.E.), an appendage of the

University of Lagos College of Education, for the training
of secondary school teachers.

This research will hopefully help set the stage for
a

nationwide use of

a

programme development.

new approach to inservice education
The research will provide the

ministry of education, the school personnel, educators
and students and others, insight regarding:
1.

What the Ministry of Education defines as

being teacher inservice education needs;
2.

What the teachers define as being teachers'

needs in an inservice education programme.

13

More specifically, this
research is significant
in the
sense that everyone involved
in the process of
teacher
education was involved in the
definition
of needs.

This
study may also cause inservice
education planners to rethink their present "mind sets"
about the way inservice
education programmes have been
developed
in the past.

DELIMITATIONS

Much research leads to misconceptions
in the minds
of the general public because
they, if not the researcher
generalize the findings to entire
populations.
This

investigator, in an attempt to keep
this study in the
proper perspective, sets forth the
following limitations
which must be kept in mind:
1.

This study was limited to Surulere
/Itire/
Ikate school district primary school
teachers
in Lagos State, Nigeria.

The definers of teachers needs were limited
to
(a)

the inspector of education in charge of

inservice programme,
(c)
3.

(b)

selected teachers and

selected Headmsters /Headmistresses

The questionnaire developed from some of the

prioritized needs generated, was tested on
randomly selected teachers.
4.

It was not the purpose of this study to delve

14

into the administrative, the
curriculum and
the personnel problems of
teacher education in

Nigeria
The statistics given about student
population,

number of primary schools, and number
of

qualified and unqualified teachers
deliberately
do not include the many approved
and unapproved

privately run schools.
To design a study which is manageable
and could be

completed within the time and finances available
to the
researcher, ten Surulere/Itire/Ikate primary schools
were
selected as the sites where the research was conducted.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
1.

Inservice education:

Any formal and informal education
programmes, courses, workshops,
conferences, etc., whose purpose
is to inform,

train, or give

experiential opportunities to
professional educators, in order
for them to grow in knowledge and

expertise and thus become better
educators
2

.

NAIRA:

This is the Nigerian currency.

15

The exchange rate at the time of
this writing is
3.

Needs Assessment:

1

N $1.75.

The gap between current outcomes

and achievements, and desired

outcomes and achievements for
learners, implementers and the

community.

A process of

ascertaining both "what is" and
"what should be".

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
the focus of this study was on an inservice

education programme development for the Surulere/Itire
Ikate school district's primary school teachers, it was

however the belief of this writer that it is imperative
that the following areas are critical to this study.
1.

An overview of teacher education in Nigeria.

Under this heading three important periods
were examined:
tion,

(ii)

tion,

(iii)

(i)

the period of Experimenta-

the period of Attempted Reorganizathe period of Consolidation and

Independence
2.

Historical Overivew of Inservice Education.

3.

Needs Assessment Models

Throughout the history of teacher education in
Nigeria, there has been gross neglect and careless dis-

regard for inservice education of teachers.

A cursory

look at the history of teacher education in Nigeria
(Solaru,
(Ajayi,

1974);
1965);

(Lord Lugard, SNP File No.

87,

1917);

(Her Majesty's Stationary Office file on

teacher education,

1972);

(Wise,
16

1963);

(Wingfield, 1960);

17

and

(Graham,

1960);

reveal that the subject of teacher

education programmes in Nigeria covers
because of its long history.

a

wide spectrum

And also because of the

involved experimentations that the peculiar
circumstances
of Nigeria dictated.

It is relevant at this point to bring

to mind the early beginnings of Eastern/Western
education

in Nigeria which were co-terminus with religious
propagation.

Furthermore, it is important to realize that the approach
to Education in Nigeria was two-pronged, viz.

the Eastern

type through the Sahara and the Western type through the
sea.

It is important to bear in mind that if the Europeans

had not arrived when they did, there was the possibility

of the whole country accepting the Eastern pattern which
was already established in the Northern part of Nigeria
(Ajayi,

1965).

In examining the teacher education pro-

gramme in Nigeria, one is faced with some important milestones, the first of which can be rightly called the

Period of Experimentation.
The Period of Experimentation 1890-1925

The above caption is not meant to imply that

experimentation has stopped or was stopped at any time,
but to acknowledge that in the beginning it could not be
any other way.

This was the period often referred to as

that of teacher evangelists.

Pupils were trained

specifically for religious propagation (Ogunsola, 1975).
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In such a setting the missionary
teacher kept school in

his premises and most of his pupils lived
with him and

formed part of his family.

This was true of the

"Alma j iris" in the Koranic schools as well as
the early

schools established by the Missionaries.

One Mrs. Hinderer,

wife of the founder of the first CMS station in Ibadan
was quoted as saying of one Olubi, their pupil,

"we have

made a sacrifice and given up our Faithful Olubi for the
school.

It was a sacrifice for he was the only one in the

house we could look to for everything, but he is

creature.

.

.

and

I

a

good

believe he would make an excellent

schoolmaster, he is so fond of children and has so much
heart in every thing" (Solary

,

1964, p.

3).

The programme for teacher education was centered

around reading, writing, arithmetic and the mastery of
the Scriptures.

The curriculum was

narrow but was

specifically designed to meet the needs
was unstructured but purposeful.

— evangelism.

It

Most of the Koranic

schools in Nigeria did not progress beyond this stage when
the Western education arrived on the scene.

Because of

the enhanced status enjoyed by the Western type of educa-

tion

(because it was the education of the conquerors)

appeared that the Eastern type was atrophied.

it

The Western

type continued to "progress".
The first type of experiment that evolved and which
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was brought about by the
expansion in the southern part
of Nigeria, was that of the
founding of training

institutions by Christian Missionaries
for the more formal
training of their teachers and
evangelists.
For example
in 1859 the CMS opened the
grammar school in Lagos with
the following aims:
"to produce Christian
boys, diligent,

obedient, straightforward, kind,
evidently God-fearing.
Another college founded by the Methodist
Mission in Ibadan
had the following curriculum: "The
Christian Faith, but
also such not unimportant matters as
personal cleanliness
and habits of industry and good order"
(Solaru,

4-5)

1964, pp.

.

By 1907, the curriculum was enlarged to
include

Comparative Religion, New Testament Criticism, Elementary
Lectures on Preaching Technology, Old Testament, School

Method and Management, Geography, English and English
History.
(p.

In 1913, Euclid,

drawing and Greek were added

6)

The important thing at this point was that the

government watched the development with some interest.
In fact the Ordinance of 1887 made provision for the

certification of teachers by Government.

A specimen

Teachers Certificate Examination set in 1890 is illustrative of the demands made on those teachers by existing

curriculum:

Write 1,100, 100 and 111 in words, show how
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far contacts with Scandinavian
dialects influenced the

vocabulary and grammar of our language, write
down the
names of the different countries of Europe
with their
capitals and the rivers on which they are
situated
(Wise,

1962

p.

,

21)

.

It is the opinion of this writer that
curriculum was

too demanding, very irrelevant to Nigerian
setting and

miseducative
.

_

But then it was designed to meet a definite

purpose and policy--the teachers were supposed to be
torch— bearer s of knowledge and religion and were to be
the obedient servants of the colonial master's.

It was

no wonder that the examination question on English

specifically emphasized "the grammar of our language."
With the increasing demands for Eastern education,
the solo effort of the Missionaries could no longer cope

especially as the government and merchantile houses were
also depending on such products for their establishments.
The next phase of the experimentation was that of the
pupil teacher

(Solaru,

1964,

pp.

18-19).

Pupil teachers were usually 14 years old and with a

standard V level of training, an equivalent of grade
education.

6

They were recruited as teachers to receive

one hour daily instruction from the head teacher on how
to teach.

They were expected to sit for the pupil teachers

examinations in two successive years.

The successful
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teacher was paid H

6

an equivalent of $5 for
the first

successful year and » 10, equivalent
of $9 for the second
year
A successful pupil teacher
automatically became
an "Assistant Teacher" and could
be admitted into a
training institution. Alternatively,
an Assistant Teacher
could by means of private study and
favourable reports
from Inspectors and Managers pass the
examination and be
awarded the Third Class Teachers Certificate.
There was a
higher test or examination to still qualify
the teacher
for Second Class Teachers Certificate.

For the first class certificate, there was
no examina
tion, but the candidate must have had at least
three years

teaching experience in an approved school and should
receive three satisfactory annual reports

The

(20)

government did not establish training colleges but opened
Secondary Grammar Schools and added part-time evening
classes for the preparation of teachers who wanted to
take the teachers examinations.
The more positive experimentation in the North

was that undertaken initially by Dr. Miller, the CMS

Missionary situated in Zaria.

Miller submitted

a

plan

for the training of Mallams and sons of chiefs to Lord

Lugard.

The approach was that of getting the Emir of

each province to select two Mallams versed in Koranic
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Scholarship

They were to stay with Miller
for six months
to receive lessons in Readrng
and Writing Roman Script,
followed by another three months
of instruction
.

in

elementary geography, grammar,
arithmetic and hygiene
including health and sanitation.
Though Lugard was
favourably disposed to Miller's arrangements,
his departure
from the North spelled disaster for
the whole arrangement.
The residents were all opposed to the
programme
and the

new governor appointed Hans Vischer to carry
out the

experimentation under the government (Graham,
1965).
Hans
Vischer opened a school at Nassarawa, Kano in
October 1909
on similar lines to Miller's plans.

The curriculum for the teacher's school was

Arithmetic, Reading, Writing, Composition, Dictation,

Hygiene Study, Geography of Africa and instruction in
teaching.

The language of instruction was Hausa in the

lower primary but English in the upper primary.
Vischer'

s

Hans

radical departure from what prevailed in the

South was borne out of his insistence on making education

relevant to the situation of the North.
approach was not examination centered.

Also the Northern
It was Mr.

H.

C.

Brooks', Acting Director of Education, who acted for Hans

Vischer when he was away on home leave.

He wrote about

the application of the 1916 Draft education code as

follows
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With regard to the draft
code
u
I havp fh
h °*° Ur
to submit the following
for cinsiderat^
The
code appears to me to be
more -uited
3
advanced stage of education
that
at at P resen t
attained by the school q « than
M
63
while its aims as revealed
laid u P on
the successful passina of f b^the'stress^ald"
o
f
Local Examination are^pposel
to^he'
the System in use here
(1915)
4-

i

,

'

J

\

IpirK

Hans Vischer showed his
support for Brooks rn the
letter he wrote in which he
said, "With regard to the
draft Education Code and the
letter from Mr. Brooks.
I fully endorse all
Mr. Brooks says only I differ
from him
when he says that the code
appears to be more suited to a
more advanced stage of education
than that at present

attained by the school in the Northern
provinces.

These

schools have been initiated and developed
on lines altogether

different.

.

.

(Vischer, 1915).

The following points became clear during
the

period of experimentation as noteworthy:
(a)

Teacher Education Programme was geared to

external curriculum.

The provincial schools provided

courses up to Standard VII and the curriculum was that
of
the Cambridge Senior Local Examinations.

Nigeria has

continued with this external arrangement under the guise
of G.C.E.

for entry into all institutions of higher

learning
(b)

The policy favoured too narrow a programme

built around Missionary aspirations.
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(C)

Unstructured expansion allowed for
experimentation that had very little to
commend it, e.g., Pupil

Teacher, Evening classes.
(d)

However it produced individuals who
served

the purpose for which the system was
designed.
(e)

The 1916 Education Code stimulated
further

experimentation by providing special grants
for training
institutions and so paved the way to increase
in the

supply of qualified teachers.
(f)

The North and South followed different paths

in Teacher Education Programmes

(Solaru,

1963, p.

10).

The Period of Attempted Reorganization 1925-1948

The Report of the Phelps-Stokes Commission of 1925

appeared to have set the tone for Government's attempt at

reorganization (Lewis, 1954)

.

The Education Ordinance of

1926 helped to bring about some classification of teachers.

The third class. Second Class Teachers' Certification was

replaced by Teachers Higher Elementary Certificate in

accordance with the reorganization of the school system.
Elementary Education was an 8-year course followed by
6-year post-primary education

(Solaru, pp.

a

10-13).

The Centre for Teacher Certification shifted to Teachers

Higher Elementary Certificate.

The subjects for Higher

Elementary Certificate were laid down as English, Arithmetic and Simple Accounts, Hygiene and Sanitation, History
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Of Education and Method
of Teaching.

i„ addition students

might offer any two of
Agriculture, Drawing, General
Science, Hand and Eye Training,
Advanced Geography, Infant
Method, Nature Study or Botany.
Twelve subjects to be
passed in all.
Women students had a similar
curriculum
but the Domestic Science
substituted for History and
Education
The examination was centrally
set and examined for
the whole of Nigeria.
Most of the colleges preparing
students for the examination in the
South were Mission
colleges
In the North,

however, the Government established

the Katsina Teachers College in
1928.

Jones,

According to Vivian

"The aim of the original college was to
produce high

quality teachers to staff the provincial
schools of the
North" (Jones, 1963).
The curriculum was Mathetmatics
English Composition and Spoken English.

Theory and

Practice was limited to what was called "Correction of
Errors

and class management.

examination.

There was no external

The aim was to cultivate a sense of dis-

crimination, relate the work of the teacher to life around
him and guard against overwhelming him with maxims, lest
his skill of adaptation and his sense of balance be

crippled

(Solaru,

1963, p.

15).

The Toro Teachers College was established in 1929
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to cater to the
non-Moslems.

The

mam

emphasxs was

relevance and practical agriculture
for rural schools.
The curriculum was to aim
at intellect and reason.
a
common language Hausa, was
the medium.
The students
were to rear their own poultry,
grow their
own food,

build their own houses and were
limited to the 3 R's.
Toro did not join in the External
Higher Elementary Teacher

Examination

(p.

25).

it is interesting to observe
that

it was also during this period
of reorganization,

that Mr.
Hussey introduced the idea of the
Elementary Teacher
Certificate.
This was to help produce teachers
for the
rural school where Elementary Education
was to be reduced
for the rural school where Elementary
Education
was to be

reduced to
early 30s.

a

6-year course.

This period extended to the

The E.T.C.s have been phase out.

It was with

the passing of the 1948 Education Code that
both the North

and South took the same examinations and all
Teachers

Colleges in both North and South took the same Grade II

examination
The important developments during this period could
be classified as follows:
(a)

From the above the reorganization of the

educational system into an eight-year primary and

a

six-

year post-primary.
(b)

The classification of teachers into certificated,

technical and uncertified teachers.
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Teachers Higher Elementary Certificate
became
the recognized certificate for
teachers in primary schools
It was centrally examined for
the entire Federation.
Katsina and Toro opted to conduct their
own examinations,
based on their own curriculums.
(c)

(d)

In the North,

Katsana was exclusively for

Moslems while Toro was exclusively for the
'pagans'.
The programmes were very literary excepting

(e)

for the Katsina and especially the Toro
experiments.
In 1948 both the North and the South took
the

(f)

same examinat ion--Higher Elementary Certif icate/Grade
II.

The Period of Consolidation and Independence
1948-Present
:

At the approach of independence, Nigeria was faced

with the shortage of high level manpower.

It was in view

of this fact that the Federal Government of Nigeria

appointed the Ashby Commission to "conduct an investigation into Nigeria's needs in the field of Post-School

Certificate and Higher Education over the next twenty
years"

(Ashby,

1960).

In Northern Nigeria another

Commission known as the University of Wisconsin (1963)
undertook

a

definite investigation into the problems of

the Expansion of Teacher Education in Northern Nigeria.

There was also the Oldman's Report on the Administration
of Primary Education in Northern Nigeria.
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All these reports highlighted in various
ways the
weaknesses in teacher training programmes in
the country.

Ashby had the following to say:

"it was not so much that

these be low- standard teachers had no professional

qualifications

though quite

a

considerable percentage did

lack such quali f ication--as that they were insufficiently

educated (Ashby, 1960,

p.

81).

The report submitted by the Wisconsin team remarked
as follows:
It would appear, then, that the qualifications
of primary teachers in Northern Nigeria range
from minimal to almost nothing, with at least half
the total population falling into the categories
which might be classed as untrained. To say that
the current situation demands immediate action
designed to upgrade the qualifications of primary
school teachers is to put it mildly.
The need is
urgent and of large scope (A.I.D., 1963).

These statements could very well apply to the

situation in the early 19th century when there was an

examination of the Introduction of Education in Nigeria.
It is

doubtful whether the situation has changed even now.

The important Teachers Certificate which is central is
still the Higher Elementary Certificate now called the

Grade II.
What could account for such
of progress?

It

is

a

long history of lack

the opinion of this writer that the

entire educational programmes of Nigeria lacked all along
any relevant and nationalistic guidling philosophical
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principles and as

a

result it appears to have continued

to muddle through.

The colonial era evolved a system
that should

produce clerks and interpreters to aid
administration
(Ogunsola

1975).

,

A teacher education programme was de-

signed to bring this about.

The design was in 1914 but

the pattern that exists in Nigeria today,
both in content

and examination is not far removed from that
of 1914

a

period of 60 odd years!
Moreover, when the missionaries first introduced
the curriculum content of Nigerian Teacher Colleges
in

those early days and got it ratified by the government,
it was all dictated by the exigencies of the missionaries

situations.

Nigeria is yet to pattern her teacher educa-

tion programmes to her educational needs.

What can be deduced is that Teacher Education

Programmes in Nigeria was and has been too literary and
in the words of Phelps Stokes Commission:

That the educational Policy of Government and
Mission have hitherto been inadequate and to a
considerable extent unreal as far as the vital
needs of Africa are concerned (Solaru, 1965,
p.

3)

.

It is therefore important that Nigeria evolve a programme

which is empirical and down to earth, and calculated to

diminish the menacing gap which existed and still exists
between the intellectuals and the mass of the people.
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To bring the entire
problem

into proper per-

spective, the Federal
Government summoned a national
curriculum conference in
September of 1969 in which
the
gurding philosophy for the
Nigerian Teacher Education
programme clearly enunciated
as follows:
h
d Cat
nal leVelS
the ^^rence
believes
eves that teacher
t
i° education
a
in Niqeria
must9
recogni ze the worth of the
eac er, given him an equal individual prospective
opportunity to
W thir h±S intellectual horizon learn
selected"^ i n \ experiences
that will enhance
hi
oba
h
teacher.
The conference affirms its
fho teacher as the
faith
taith in the
key man in the entire
educationai programme.
The quality of his training
9
makes or mars the end-result of
his job
as a
J
teacher.
'

'

m

TL°

The purpose of teacher education,
it was stated at the
Conference, is to seek to help the
individual teacher to
grow and develop as a person.
To provide him with skills
and professional abilities to motivate
children to learn
and help him in acquiring the "right types
of understandings,

concepts, values, and attitudes necessary
not only to survive in the school room, but also in the
society in which
he lives

"
.

In addition,

the Federal Government also summoned a

National Conference of Educators to work out
policy on Education.

a

national

The report of this conference is

yet to be published.
An important question to ask at this juncture is

what is the Teacher Education Programme Nigeria has today?
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For teachers at the Primary
level

— the

subjects are still

what were identified more than
70 years ago.
Primary
school teachers are trained for
4-5 years after leaving
primary education and have to do
both ''academic" and
professional subjects.
It is not being suggested
that all
teachers must first complete their
secondary education
before professional training.
In conclusion,

it is the belief of this writer
that

Nigeria has the potential for an
educational system that
can equal the best in the world.
The only pre-requisite is
that meaningful, relevant and pragmatic
preservice and inservice teacher training programmes be developed,
if projections shown in Tables two, three and four holds,
then

the need is now.

TABLE

2

Population of Nigeria as Projected from the 1963 Census
1975

1980

74,879

84,708

1985

1990

Population
in

Millions

95

,

840

TABLE

1995

2000

108 ,434 122,683 138,805

3

Primary School Enrollment
1975

1980

Maximum
Primary
School
Enrollment 12,478 14,118
for ages
6 to 1

1985

1990

1995

2000

15,973

18,072

20,447

23,134
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T.

Implication.'; ol

197

1’

5

rimary

1

9

Id

1

,

)

(

1

luea

80

Number of
Teacher sone teacher
for 3 5
pupils
356 500 403,370

1

1

4

4

*

t.

ion

98 5

56

,

1

rom 1975 to 2000

1

9

90

1

1)

.

2000

9 9 5

380

516

353

384

480

516 ,353

584

,

A

,

205

660 ,980

205

660 980

Classroom
Requirements at one
classroom
for 35

pupils

Recurrent
cost in
Naira at
N 80 per
pupil
(Millions)

Cumulative
Capital Cost
of Building
at an aver-

356

,

500 40

N

3

N

,

370

456

,

u
rr

N

,

N

,

N

998.266 1129.447 1277 865 1445.787 1635 .795 1850 .730
.

N

N

N

N

N

N

age of
6000 per

N

classroom
for

4 0

pupils
(Millions

1871

.74 9

2117.712 2395 997 2710.851 3067.079 3470.118
.

The above tables have been excerpted from S. 0. Awokoya
Futuristic Prospects of Quantity and Quality of Nigerian
Education, (1980)
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Historical Overview of Inservice EducaHnn

Since the significant history
of inservice education
in Nigeria did not start
until the late sixties, a major
part of the review will be devoted
to a review of inservice education in America.
It is this writer's conviction that a lot can be learned
from the American
experience
In a recent survey of

m

English speaking Africa",

"inservice teacher training
(1969)

Graham A. Trevaskis

states that "nowhere in the countries
surveyed is there
evidence of a clearly defined policy being
systematically

pursued."

Oral history has it that in the beginning
the

directors of inservice training were generally
the
community elders and parents who advised and directed
the
teachers regarding the values to be inculcated in the
children.

Or,

the directors were members of

a

church

school board which the teachers looked to for any decision

making that was needed beyond the guidance of church
policy.
selves,

If teachers were only somewhat educated them-

it was said,

could ask.

this was all that most school systems

But of course it is obvious from the history

of teacher education in Nigeria, that most teachers were

not well educated.
A few works of noted American educators have made

extensive search into the history of inservice education
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in the past twelve

years— Richey

(1957), Rubin

(1971),

Tilley (1971), Yarger and others
(1974), Toll (1974) and
Edelfelt and Lawrence (1975).
For a more complete overview the reader is urged to consult
the specifics of
any of these works.
Inservice education in America, as is
the case in
Nigeria, was and still is geared says
Thompson (1975),

towards remedying extensive teacher
incompetence.

As a

result of this, direction had to come from
the outside,
from a higher authority usually the school
inspectors, or

later the normal school professor or principal

(p.

19)

It is the opinion of this writer that
the intent of in-

service education then and unfortunately to

a

large extent

into the present, was to correct teachers' deficiencies,

just as teachers were expected to correct their students.

Moreover, it is this writer's opinion that when teacher

education is based on instruction to "cure deficiency
the teacher remains the patient and the university or

college 'expert' is the doctor.

.

.

"

Richey (1957)

shows

that

Teachers long conditioned to prescription and
direction were little disposed to be critical
of the direction of those in whom legal authority
resided.
At least, there would be little
questioning of such authority until large numbers
of teachers come to realize that it was not always
based on competence and understanding superior
to their own (pp. 52-53)
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The recent shifts in trends, which has occurred
in

American inservice education balance of power, from
position external to the teachers to

a

a

point more within

their own decision making and control, is, in this writer's
view, yet to be realized in Nigeria.

Only recently have certain trends in inservice

education of teachers come to the attention of government
planners.

In January 1974 at Sokoto, General Yakubu Gowon

then Nigeria's Head of State, announced that the country
was embarking on

a

programme of universal primary education

for teachers on a national scale.

(Adesina,

1977, p.

130).

The announcement generated considerable debate among

educators about the resources available to meet such
demand

(Onabamiro, 1974, p. 2).

a

One of the crucial

problems discussed was the training and retraining of
teachers
In response to the concerns raised,

the Alvan Ikoku

College of Education in 1974 experimented with ways to
improve its teacher education programme (Ukaje, 1974).

Alvan Ikoku College of Education with the aid of UNESCO,
UNICEF, UNDP developed a microteaching experiment to help

inservice teacher educators.
skills oriented.

This experiment was strictly

A series of workshops with its "hands

on" experiential methodology, stressed active participation
by teachers and for the first time sought their input in
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their own training.

Almost concurrent with this was

a new

awareness to the utility of the few British centers in the
country

The teachers centers proliferated in the late

1960's in Great Britain.

Thornby (1972) says:

The international interest in teachers' centers
and their stunning proliferation has arisen because they are a "British First," an idea so
psychologically sound that it is a puzzle to
know why they have not dotted the educational
landscape for decades.
They "put the monkey of
educational reform on the teachers back" as an
American writer has expressed it. They meet the
felt needs of teachers and show the futility of
attempting educational reform without teachers
being directly and importantly involved (p. 1).
In the latter part of 1974, the United States In-

formation Service and the Lagos State Ministry of Education jointly sponsored an inservice programme on "Innovation in Nigerian Teacher Education."

At this workshop

different aspects of education were discussed with

a

view

of brining innovative ideas into teacher education

(Odesenya,

1975).

In December 1975,

a

similar inservice education

programme was jointly sponsored by the Lagos State

Ministry of Education and the University of Lagos Faculty
of Education on "practical approach to teaching".

Discussions during these inservice programmes
included content of inservice programmes for Lagos
State teacher trainers, methods of teaching different

subjects, etc.

(Lagos State,

1975)

.

At the end of the
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programme Dr.

U.

w.

Uche of the University of
Lagos

conducted a study to examine the
perception of teacher
trainees on what should constitute
inservice education
programmes for teacher trainers in
Lagos State.
It is
the opinion of this writer that
this study is significant
not in terms of its findings but
rather in its procedure.
For the first time in Lagos State,
teachers were being asked
their opinions.
Many of the teachers were happy they had
fully participated (Uche, 1975).
In the workshop and the teacher center
approach,

problem solving was the chief technique.
T r a. ining for Chan g e Agent

Ronald Havelock

(1973), is quoted by Toll

(1974)

as saying:

Problem solving is usually seen as a patterned
sequence of activities beginning with a need,
sensed and articulated by the client (i.e.
the
teacher) .... The role of outsiders therefore
consultative or collaborative (p. 2). When
teachers have the chance to take a hand in
deciding how they will direct their own inservice training, their motivation for learning
increased sharply (p. 24)
,

Thus, it is the opinion of this writer that in-

service education of teachers must move away from training
solely at the discretion and expertise of external

authority into the hands of the teachers themselves.

The

external authority should become the facilitator of
teachers'

learning, the arranger, the collaborator, the

consultant and advisor (for

a

clear description of the
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advisor approach to inservice education
see Katz and
others, 1972, pp. 154-159).
The key to understanding what has happened
in the
Nigerian Education over the past years is in
the concept
of change.

Social and economic changes have proliferated

in the past half century.

The discovery of new or newly accepted theories

about the learning process have made it necessary for

teachers to change their teaching styles.

The works of

such theorists as Piaget, Skinner, Erikson, Maslow, Bruner,
as well as a reawakening to the potential ideas of the

9^03t educational philosopher John Dewey, have made

definite impact on teacher education in the 1970's and
1980's.

It is not the purpose of this author to review

their works here.

literature.

Their works are amply documented in the

Suffice it to say that research about the

capacities of the individual learner, which most of these
theorists proclaim, has caused teachers to re-examine

teaching styles which have served traditional education
since the classical precepts of Plato and Cicero.

Students,

advocate these philosophers, are no longer to be thought of
as empty jugs to be filled with the waters of society's

knowledge.

Their minds are not identical tabulae rasae

,

whereon teachers inscribe what teachers think is needful.
They are instead individual developing intelligences whose
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interaction with therr
environment of things, events,
persons, orrng about the
learning process which
makes each
student into the unique
person he
or she is in truth, a

person with increasingly
complex needs for fulfillment.
Moreover, if the knowledge of
the learning process is
applicable to children, it is,
in this writer’s view
equally applicable to adults,
since we are all growing
persons.
"Too seldom it is our understanding
of learning
applied to adult education"
(Wagstaff and McCollough, 1973,
P-

3)

.

The last but not the least
explication of inservice

training of teachers in this section
is one that is
considered by this writer to be a very
important one.
That is the role of teachers' needs
upon inservice

education
As it is currently understood, the term
"inservice

education" in the opinion of this writer, has
unfortunate
connotations.

It conveys doing something to or for

educators in order to correct deficiencies and enhance

adherence to reputations.

A necessary step toward

vitalizing inservice training consists of shedding the
negative overtones and basing

a

positively expressed ideals.

The negative notion of

reconceptualization on

improving upon shortcomings can be replaced with the ideal
of professional growth as a response to both an individual's
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continual need to strive toward
realization of unexploited
potentials within himself and to
the dynamics of the
educational enterprise in a rapidly
changing society
(Wagstaff and McCollough, 1973
p. 2).
,

Just as new students may be seen
as individuals

seeking positive growth patterns
which fulfill their needs
for esteem and self-actualization
(see Maslow's hierarchy
of needs and Erikson's steps of
emotional development),
so may

adult educators be seen.

Education for both the

young and adults has too long been put
in the hands of a
few professional educators who made the
decisions about
content and method of instruction.
it is

time for, as Dr.

Harvey Scribner once wrote, "family choice."
In reviewing the following literature,

an emphasis

on the importance of looking to teachers themselves
for

material and method used to help train them, inservice,
came through.

Inservice training courses must be widely
extended to do two things:
first, to give
teachers an opportunity to formulate their own
philosophies of education.
(Foster, 1972,
Inservice education.
P* 134)
has to be
altered.
The programs need to be more responsive
to the needs of the schools and the people in
them (Fantini, 1973, pp. 29-30).
The most
successful.
programs were those which derived
their bases and objectives from teachers' needs
(Childress, 1959, p. 646)
too little teacher
participation in deciding what to study and how
to approach it (Edelfelt, 1971, p. 30).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

[whatever the program it should plan for the
assessment of needs (Missouri Association, 1973,
p.

30).

j
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programs

in'* which

they

choSse^of ^“and

^ th

preplanned (Edelfelt, 1975

ltles are
,

p.

18 ).

Apart from these professional
views, the teachers
themselves are asking for
participation in involvement in
their educational process.
Sanders (1973) tells in a
report about a regional conference
of American educators,
one of whose main objectives
was to promote collaboration
and involvement by all kinds
of educators in formulating
inservice programs. A British study
on inservice education
also stresses the need for
collaboration among teachers
themselves, since they can benefit
immeasurably by sharing
their expertise.
"Teachers have worked for
too long in

isolation"

(Watkins, 1973, p.

75).

Finally, whereas "inservice education
has been the
neglected stepchild of teacher training"
(Edelfelt,

P.

250)

1974,

it is certainly being recognized as a
valued

and respected member of the education family.
and McCollough

(1973)

Wagstaff

even argued for the "establishment

of a permanent and distinct department of continuing

education
a

(p.

3)

.

Inservice training can no longer be

mere appendage to preservice training nor follow the

curricular lead that the latter has traditionally set-a

series of academic courses pointing toward degree and

certification, resting heavily on theory and lagging
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behind the practical
problems and indivrdual
needs of
teachers in the field
(Rush,

1976).

As Wagstaff and
McCollough (1973)

training becomes

a

say,

"inservice

necessary and perpetual
retooling

process upon which the
relevance, and ultrmately
the
legitimacy, of the schooling
enterprise depends (p. 2).
Teachers desire to do well.
They want to impart
knowledge in the best way they
know how, they are aware
of their position in society.
But they need practical
help in achieving their
goals.
They need advice and
information and practice in solving
educational problems
that are pertinent to the
teachers' specific needs in
their
specific positions. Nigerian
teachers are especially
receptive to any and all help that
they can
get in this

line.

These needs must be addressed if
education is to
meet the challenges facing it.
It is appropriate then that
this writer devote the

next section to the problem of needs
assessment, for it
is by finding a viable system
of assessment that present
day teachers' needs may be specifically
ascertained.
Then,
from the needs data, inservice programmes
can be developed
to help teachers grow personally and
professionally,

order to be effective agents in the schools.

in
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT MODELS

The whole concept of human
need has been discussed
in the field of psychology
for a major part of the
twentieth century.
The concept of need is tied in
with
the concept of motivation, drives,
stimuli, instincts,
values, and interest.
Berlyn (1971), writing in The
En cyclopedia of Education
says that "drive stimuli bias
organism toward particular forms of
behaviour, generally
ones that hold out some prospect of
relieving the drive"
,

(p.

He states that need and drive coincide
in many

40)

instances, also remarking that Freud derived
a connection

between the drive reduction theory and the
"view that

ultimate aim of behavior

is to climate stimulation and

keep it to

40)

a

Super

minimum"
(1971),

(p.

in the same encyclopedia talking about

vocational choice says, "even more fundamental than values
and interests, are needs, drives resulting from the lack
of something essential"

(p.

472).

He alludes to the

Maslovian hierachy of needs by asserting that higher level
needs have more opportunity to manifest themselves when

basic needs

(physiological or survival needs) have been

met.

The notion of behaviour conditioning, stimulus

response and reinforcement condition, both in psychology
and education, take their root from the satisfaction of
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specific needs.
law of effect"

Berlyne

(1971)

refers to Thorndike's

898)

which states that "acts
followed
by satisfying consequences
tend to reoccur, while
those
wed by annoying or punishing
consequences tend to be
abandoned" (p. 409).
Berlyne points out that
"students
motivating conditions must include
the forms of drive
inclining toward a behaviour to
be taught
(p.

(p.

413 ).

He

concludes that educators must
reckon with "vast variations
the susceptability of different
individuals

m

of

particular reinforcement conditions"
So,

(p.

415).

it has been realized that people
have differing

kinds of needs, depending on where
they are at a given
moment of time. These needs impel
them to seek satisfying
fulfillment and to avoid conditions which
aggravate their
needs.
Moreover, although needs are similar among
humans,

particularly the basic psychological ones,
individuals
have such complex patterns of needs which
vary from time
to time that many kinds of fulfillment
are necessary for

their satisfaction.
To select a needs assessment instrument for this

research, the writer reviewed several from the literature
and critiqued each in the context of the needs of this study.
The reviews follow:
1

•

Preview of general types

.

The literature from 1945

to 1980 reveals a number of needs assessment models in both
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Nigeria and North America.

while the specific use of
the

needs assessment in Nigeria
is

a

recent innovation in

education, the story is different
in North America.
The
majority of needs assessment
projects found in Nigeria

utilized both the live interview
and the questionnaire
method (Odusina, 1979); (Uohe,
1975);

(Awokoys,

1980);

(Adesina,

(Folayan,

1975);

1977); andBabalola, 1979 ).

While the majority of needs assessment
evolve from
the need to develop programmes for
elementary and
secondary public school students, there
are several others
which attempt to establish the needs
of such diverse groups
as community college faculty,
American Indian children on

reservations, mental hospital patients, married
college
students, regular hospital department heads,
T.V. audiences,
library clients, and day care pupils.
Most of the models
used in these projects are based on one or
both of these
types:

the live interview and the questionnaire survey.

Within these two types, there are a multiplicity of
variations.

In addition to these two major kinds of needs

assessment, a few specialized ones have been developed.
2

*

Special kinds of needs assessment projects

.

One of

these special kinds was developed by Raths and Metcalf
(1945),

a

needs inventory called "The Wishing Well," in

which the authors made up

a

great number of

"I

wish.

.

.

statements and asked children to check off the ones that

I
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applied to them.

The authors postulate
that
wishes of a sampling of
children are related to
more
general needs of all children"
(p. 171
The needs
developed from the inventory
included a feeling of belonging, a sense of
achievement, economic security,
a
feeling of esteem, a share
in decision making, etc.
They
sound very much like the
hierarchy of needs developed
by
A. H. Maslow ten years
later in his Motivation and
)

Personality ,1955).

The needs are

.

v^T^^ostly

affective in nature, and were
never operationalized (i.e.,
not developed into educational
objectives and learning
experiences). Another special
needs assessment was
developed by Muller (1974), a
professor at the University
of Georgia; it is in the form
of a money game, called
Bonanza." Nine areas of cognitive,
effective, and
vocational areas of educational
programmes are
set down.

Each participant (selected from
administration, faculty,
staff, students, and parents) is
given twenty $100 play
money bills, and asked to put his/her
choice
of funds

allotted on whatever of the programmes he/she
feels should
have it.
The idea of the assessment is good,
in that it

not only asks one to prioritize the programmes,
but one is

forced to trade off some of his/her preferences
against
others.

(The term "prioritize"

literature on needs

is used throughout the

a ssessment to

mean "assign priority
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value to.")

A purchaser with limited funds
must constantly
weigh priorities, says Mullen: "in
order to gain here one
must sacrifice there" (p. 2). Another
special needs
assessment was made by the General Subcommittee
on

Education of the Committee on Education and
Labor, 91st
Congress, First Session in Washington, D.C.
(1970).

This

purports to identify "Needs of Elementary and
Secondary

Education for the 70 *s."

The vehicle for ascertaining

these needs was an invitation to a great many
persons with

every shade of opinion on education to write essays
pre-

dicting the "compelling issues" of the 1970's.

These were

compiled and then augmented by formal statements of

witnesses at the hearings.

P°litically-oriented

,

The whole assessment was

as might be expected, most respond-

ents grinding their own axes.
good.

The idea in a way was

But, as far as this writer could discover, no

analysis was made of the 996 page output.
3.

The interview

.

While the majority of needs assessment

projects in the literature that employ interview also

employ questionnaires, a few use only the interview.
of these is reported by Krebs and Steven

(1971)

One

in "An

Assessment of Needs Related to the Education of Indian
Children in the State of Washington."
from

a

variety of groups

Selected informants

(parents, students, community

organizations, tribal councils and the like), and field
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interviews were conducted
wxth each group's
partrcipants
The interview was of a
structured nature, in that
prepared questions under
general topics were asked.
The
discussion however, was expected
to be rnformal and
spontaneous.
Tapes made of each interview
were analysed
by experts" and the data
was turned into problems,
then
unto needs and finally into
programs for meetrng

the needs.

While benefiting from the
multiple groups of persons xnvolved in the defining of needs
and from the here-and-now
spontaneity of the group interview,
such an assessment
leaves much to be desired, in
that it makes the analyzers
too subjectively responsible for
translating the taped
words into valid needs.

Another kind of interview method that has
been used
is that by which a person takes
a prepared questionnaire
and gives it to selected individuals
by hand.

Township

,

The Brick

New Jersey, Public School System implemented

a

needs assessment of various citizenry in
1974, through

door to door canvas by P.T.A. members.
need was already assumed:

schools require solution"
p.

1)

In this case,

the

"Overcrowded conditions in the
(

Extended School Year

,

1974,

.

The interview was done to get answers rather than
needs.

But the principle of the live interview remains.

This system has the advantage of

a

one - on - one directness,
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and thus the assurance of getting
a high rate of returns
on one's investigations, as well
as the comparative

objectivity of the questionnaire.

On the other hand, it

presumes a lot on the willingness of
volunteers to cover
a representative sample of the
community.
4

*

The_

questionnaire.

Although the interview system of

needs assessment is rarely found without
some kind of

questionnaire, the reverse is not always true.

Question-

naires alone are a common type of approach to
assessment.
When they are administered, the most common kind
is a list
of prepared statements to check.

developed

a

(1972)

survey questionnaire at the U.S. International

University in Corvallis, Oregon.
groups

Twelker et al.

The survey asks seven

(teachers, department chairperson, curriculum

coordinators, media specialists, etc.) to sort various
items of information about an instructional system into
the categories representing levels of priority or

importance.

Respondents have one hour to sort 100

3" x 5"

cards relating to what information one would like to have

before selecting

a set of

instructional materials.

On

the first sorting, the task is to divide the cards into

three piles--important

,

neutral, unimportant.

Directions

for the second sorting are to take each pile and sort
in the same way.

id;

The nine piles are put into nine

envelopes and given to the information users to decision
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makers.

Note the aspect of prioritizing.
This factor is
very common in needs assessment
models.
Prioritizing is
done in a variety of ways, as
will be seen in later
descriptions. Twelker's system here
has the advantage of
double prioritizing which the Cof f
ing-Hutchinson model
also uses (described later).
Incidentally, this project
awarded free books as a thank you to
participants,
the

only gift-giving assessment found in the
hundred or so
assessments researched.

Another needs assessment survey was made by
educators at Kentucky University.
Street et al

(1971)

report the procedures.

The instrument they devised was

designed "to obtain the perceptions of basic schools
and
learners'

parents

needs among both professional educators and
(p.

ment is in

87).

The professional form of this instru-

three parts, as is the parent-form, although

the latter is far simpler in items covered.
items clustered in six needs categories.

Part

I

is 55

Using the scale

of choice of More Attention, Present Attention, and Less

Attention, respondents are asked to scale the 55 items
in terms of needed attention in their respective schools.

Part II lists the six categories, and respondents rank

order them in priority of attention.

Part II is

a

list of

certain learners' needs, and respondents are asked to

evaluate the school as to how it is meeting those needs
(Strongly, Adequately, Weakly).
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The Kentucky questionnaire
assessment is typrcal
these ways:
a) a committee of
professional educators
set down certain ••needs" as
they see them; b) certain
respondents are then asked for
their opinion as to the
importance of the items; c) various
groups of respondents
are assessed; d) some kind of
prioritising is asked for,
and in the later committee analysis
relative weighting is
given to the prioritized items;
e) there are several parts
to the quest ion na ire- -demographic
information about the
respondents, checking items that apply,
rank ordering,
and sometimes an opportunity for a
"free" comment or so.
The valid points of such a survey are:
a) the fact that it

m

is done at all in the first place,
b)

its comparative

objectivity in that all respondents work on the
same
items and merely check off appropriate ones

(granted, in

a

highly subjective manner!), and

score and analyze quantif iably
a)

.

c)

the survey is easy to

The invalid points are:

the fact that a small group identifies the needs to

begin with, so that respondents are forced into simply

agreeing or disagreeing with what has already been decided,
b)

the choice of respondents is arbitrary

"arranged" by the committee, and

c)

— usually

the items are usually

large and nebulous--being either general categories of

areas of concern
arts")

,

("need for basic knowledge in language

or large behavioral traits

("need for persistence,
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disciplined behavior, acceni-anpo
u
acceptance of others,"
etc.).
In
whatever way the needs
statements are generated,
they
shouid be as operationalized
as possrble to be
valuable
in making up programs
to meet perceived needs.
Otherwise,
e program developers
will probably address
themselves to
objectives which they themselves
have to formulate, which
are not necessarily
congruent with the needs as
,

'

the

persons who defined the needs
see them.

Another kind of questionnaire
is that devised by
the Summer Institute
_
cure or
of the
f ho Ed.D.
pa
Program for
Community
College Faculty, from Nova
University. Mitchell 1975
),
in reporting on this survey,
gives the full letter sent
to participants.
it starts as follows:

on

(

Dear Participant:
We would like to make this First
Summer institute
exciting, meaningful, and helpful
to vou.
Thorofor
we would greatly appreciati^nr
co^Ition
in
completing the following short form
and returning
i
in the stamped, self-addressed
envelope by
Monday, July 20, 1973 (p. 20).

The questionnaire asks four kinds of
information,

each kind with only

a

few questions.

The questionnaire

is devoted mostly to specific expectations
and anxieties

of prospective participants.

It benefits by being short,

by being personally addressed to respondents and
each

respondent's needs as he/she perceives them, by providing
a

stamped envelope for return of the questionnaire, and

by suggesting a date for return.
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More aspects of the
questionnaire are seen rn
Christofferson's study 1972)
of audio-visual needs
fQr
presenting information to
the Madison
Madi^nn T7
Wisconsin community
about career opportunrties
Srnce there were potentially
221,000 district citizens
some hind of samplrng
had to be
done. For reasons decided
upon by the needs assessors,
,

-

,

.

,

a

random stratified sampling
was made.

Eighth-graders,

twelfth-graders, and adults from
randomly-selected towns
in each county made up
the desired stratification.
By
means of random sampling tables,
given lists of names
from school records in each
county and voting records for
adults (it is supposed), 602
eighth-graders, 593 twelfthgraders, and 1,100 adults were
surveyed.
This is just
about 1% of the total population
available for questioning.
But presumably the percentage
would be higher for each
of the stratifications.

Bulk mailing was made to the

adults, and administrators in schools
gave the survey to
the randomly-selected children.
In the mailing a letter
of explanation and a yellow stamped
post card were sent on

April 19.

After 341 post cards were returned,
was made on May

post card.
of 154.

sampling.

6

a

second mailing

to the non-respondents, with an orange

The second mailing yielded

a

further return

The 45% return generated was considered valid

Sampling is

a

must for definer populations over
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a

certain number.

That number is determined,
largely by
the resources of the
assessors, in time, material,
and
money.
To be as objective as
possible, it has been found
that random sampling is
the best vehicle.
In this

Wisconsin survey,
naire is seen:

a

second aspect of the marled
question-

the probable necessity of
follow-up.

Respondents who do not have the
kind of personal needs
such as noted in the Summer
Institute above, will often not
take the time to fill out even
a short post card.
A
follow-up "prod" is thus often
necessary.

Hershkowitz's (1972) questionnaire
had
mailing strategy in four-week intervals,
the

a

three-stage

second of

which had stamped on it "URGENT—
previous copy not
returned," and the third "Your answers
are vital."
5

*

—e

int erview q uestionnaire

.

A typical interview-

and-questionnaire was made assessing the educational
needs
of students in the State of Washington.
Boyd
(1970)

reports that procedures of the two phases Phase

I

consisted

of a mailed, self-administered questionnaire
asking each

individual respondent to check off from

a

large list of

possibilities those that applied to him/her.

As in many

assessments made to develop programs for students, the
persons who define student needs are not limited to one
group (say, the students themselves, or their teachers)
In this case,

six stratifications were made:

teachers,
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non-teaching staff, senior high
school students, parents,
business persons, and increasingly,
school dropouts. A
random sampling was made for
the questionnaire

in the six

groups.

Phase IX consisted of 34
focus interviews, with
participants randomly sampled from
the six groups.
in
both phases, the random sampling
was further stratified to
represent various ethnic, geographical,
and school district
sizes within the state.
School districts, for instance,
were divided into urban metropolitan,
rural ethnic, urban
non-metropolitan, etc.
The focus interviews had seven
to
ten interviewees in each group.
A trained interviewer kept
the background as much as possible
and taped the session.
The same needs as on the questionnaire
were discussed

m

in

a

spontaneous, subjective maimer.

Thirteen hundred pages

of transcribed material, as well as the
results of the

mailed survey, were given to the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.

What that office did with

the data is not reported.

This needs assessment benefits from several factors:
a)

covering

a

wide spectrum of the community,

sampling for objectivity and validity,

c)

b)

random

involving various

kinds of persons in defining student needs, and

d)

inter-

views to get clarification and potential operationalizing
of needs.
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The questionnaire that
was used gathered two
sources
of information for each
from students, teachers,
and
parents.
Each of the items (developed
by a district team)
was checked twice on a 0-100
scale, once to show where the

students were currently operating
and a second time to
indicate where he/she might
reasonably be operating if

his/her needs for a particular
area were adequately met.
A discrepancy score was
computed, and those items over a
certain percentage were the ones
which educators addressed
in making up new programmes.
In addition to the questionnaire, "reverse-flow" interviews
were held, as teachers
drew out of parents the latter's
perceptions on how well
the school was meeting the needs
of their children.
The

new aspect described here is that of
measuring fulfillment
of needs, not just determining the ideal
need per se and

possibly prioritizing them.
of needs should be part of

The measurement of fulfillment
a

full assessment process.

Other facet of questionnaire and interview

.

Besides

the kinds of factors involved in the typical
and atypical

needs assessment instruments described above, there have
been instruments which reflect other kinds of factors.

Brief mention will be made of these now.

It was seen in

some of the models described that assessors would ask for
an opinion of needs or goals using a three-point scaling,

such as Important, Neutral, Unimportant.

One of the
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instruments used

0-100 scale to rate
effectiveness of
programmes (Fitzgerald's).
Wright et al. (1972,
surveying
.
secondary school teachers'
perceptions of needs in Willowdale, Ontario, asked for
a scale rating of
perception from
Strongly Agree, Agree,
Disagree, Strongly Disagree,
to No
Answer/Opinion. Hershkowitz
s Maryland Study
a

'

(1972)

asked for a ranking of goal
importance on a continual
interval scale with three of
its five points labeled. Not
at all important. Moderately
important, and Very important
(p. 47).
Sweigert's (1969) systematic
assessment had an
eight-point scale, with the option
in the directions to
place an ''X'' somewhere along the
continuum, only the two
extremes being labeled (e.g. "I'd like
to learn to
do it"

and

"I

wouldn't like to learn to do it"

(p.

30).

in an

article sponsored by the New Jersey State
Board of Education, four models of needs assessment
are presented in
some detail, coming out of other boards
of education.
The
Dallas Model shows various district functions,
programmes,
and activities being rated by a number along
a 15-point
scale, with each group of three points being
(Too much

emphasis. More than enough emphasis, etc.).
me nt in Education

,

1974, p. 27).

Needs Assess-

The scaling methods are

simply ways to help respondents rank order items, so that

decision makers may make up programmes in some prioritized

manner
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The Mapleton Public Schools in
Denver, Colorado, in
1972 conducted a needs assessment.

Besides using priority

ranking of issues and objectives and
five-point scale
ratings of how well certain instructional
objectives were
being carried out (measurement)
the questionnaire asked
respondents to choose from multiple-choice
,

items, such as

"The length of the school year should be
(2)

nine months,

(3)

twelve months"

Maplet on Public Schools

,

1972, p.

(

(1)

six months,

Educational X-Ray of

120).

Length of school

week and time of operation were other items.
to multiple-choice,

In addition

the questionnaire also used 75 true-

untrue questions, such as "My teacher always tells me when
she is pleased with my work."

Some needs assessment using the interview method
have groups come to prescribed locations, like schools;

others go out door-to-door; some use random sampling on

telephone interviewing.

Some interviewing is done with

prepared questions and some with one question which presumably stimulates an informal discussion.
7.

Summary of general needs assessment models

.

Assessment

models have been developed and implemented over the past
thirty years and chiefly in the past decade as part of an

overall programme primarily to devise appropriate learning

experiences for students.

A few have had special purposes,
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such as preparing goals, assessing
validity of procedures,
isolating needs of non-school
organizations, and so forth.

Some models are quite vague in
format, such as the
91st Congress survey in 1970.
Some use special means to
get their data, like the "Bonanza"
game and Wishing Well
Inventory
By far the great majority, however,
use either or
both the interview and the questionnaire.
Interviews are

made with selected groups or specially
sample groups, from
3 or 4 persons to as many
as 30 at a time.
The interview
data is often taped for further analysis,
sometimes

partially transcribed by the interviewer,
sometimes only
briefly noted.
Some interviews are merely opportunities
for administering a prepared set of questions,
or any kind

of questionnaire, in a live, person-to-person format.

Questionnaires have been seen to be highly varied

—

length, types of responses sought, ways of recording

responses, ways of transmitting the questionnaires, variety
of persons, groups, or stratifications surveyed.

Some

are personally directed to a relatively few respondents,

others go out to hundreds and in some cases thousands.
Some ask for mere checking of pertinent items, some ask
for prioritizing also, while others want shades of opinion

or scaling of items.

A few models ask what objective or

needs are pertinent to the respondent and then also ask
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for a perception of how
well the objectives or
needs are
tly being met.
Such information must be
obtained
sometime if decision-makers
are
to design effective

programmes,

for it is of no use to
meet needs that have
already been met.
The majority of articles
citing some
kinds of measurement use either
the perception of admini-

strators about "what is," some
quantifiable data like
number of chairs available or
titles of programs in the
curriculum, or standardized test data
(see, for example,
the E ducational Need s Assessment
Program for Arizona 1972,
.

p.

No measurement, as far as could
be discovered,

2).

operationalized the measurement process
by means of persons
actually going to observe measurable
performance.
A final note:

some of the articles cite more than

one model and make a comparison of their
characteristics
(like McGuffey's 1973 Chicago study,
which briefly compares

four types, and the Kaufman and Hersh 1969
article on

determining educational needs).

in addition, a few

assessment programmes explain in great depth all about
making
needs assessment in general, although primarily addressed
to their own particular procedure.

Sweigert

(1969)

is one such:

The study done by

in it Sweigert not only

diagrams steps but also cites assumptions on which he bases
his assessment.

Hershkowit z

'

s

1972 Maryland study not

only compares models (the Kaufman and Hersh models--
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inductive

deductive, and •'classical")
but also defends his
choice of the deductive
method:
setting goals f irst and
then preparing objectives
and perceiving needs in
relation
to those goals.
Hershkowitz also gives assumptions
for his
model and is the only author
found who cites limitations
of his models.
Part

2.

,

The Coffing Hutchinson AsfiPR.pmpnf
Model
This section is being devoted
to

assessment model.

a

specific needs

This model is one which Dr.
Thomas

Hutchinson, of the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst,
and Dr. Richard T. Coifing, of
the Ohio State University,
developed.
Dr. Hutchinson teaches a
graduate education
course called "Needs Analysis Methodology"
(hereafter
designated NAM).
it is by far the most explicit,
complex,
and, in this writer's opinion,
generally useful methodology

of all found in the literature.

It somewhat resembles

others that have been described, in that it
can make use
of both interviews and questionnaire vehicles
for de-

termining needs and measurement of need fulfillment.
It
also allows for sampling, prioritizing multiple groups
of

definers, variations of survey procedures.

Like many other

models, NAM is built upon a system design, diagrammable in

clearly defined steps

system design in NAM)

(see Appendix A for a sample of this
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Where NAM dxffers from
other

^ ^ ^

^

broad applicability to
many binds of needs
assessment,
b» thus, in its
complexity of process so
as to be

to a broad band of
optrons

,

c)

response

in its being based
on well

defined and stipulated
assumptions,

d)

in its explicit-

formulation of directions
for each step, and e)
in its
demand to operationalize
definition: of needs as
specifically as possible and
thus in as potentially
useable a form
as possible by information
users.
The explanation that follows
is summarized and
excerpted from a 25 page paper,
with bibliography and
appendices, prepared for the
Symposium on "Methodologies
Under Development" at the Annual
Meeting of the AERA Chicago,
April 17, 1974.
S aSSeSS Snt is becomin
g one of educations'
"hof
hot rtopics. M One reason for
this is that the
c lents are restless.
Students, parents,
employers taxpayers, and others are
demanding
educational services that meet their
needs, and
ey are less willing than they
were in the past
to have educators define their
needs for them.
Accordingly it is becoming politic for
educators
to Learn and to respond to their
clients conceptions of what the needs are. A second
reason
i0r interest in needs assessment is
that
educational agencies are adopting more systematic
decision making strategies. Consequently, the
formal assessment of needs is coming to be
viewed
as an essential information input to
educational
management at all levels from the classroom to
national programs.
Clearly, people's needs ought to be among the
basic criteria for designing and the evaluation
of educational services (p. 1).
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These first few lines of
the paper show NAM
fitting
into the current needs rn
education a, for accountability,
b) for
systematic decision making
strategies" and c) for
looking first to the needs
of program users vis a
vis the
needs assumed for them by
educators.

Coffing and Hutchinson stress
that their methodology's
stated purpose is "to provide
useful information about
needs. " Therefore, "a) the
type of need that is of concern
to someone has to be identified,
b) the desired status
has
to be specified (defined) as
the basis for determining
what is lacking, and c) the
current status has to
be

measured in terms of the desired
status"

(

PP

.

4-5).

A need, then for these authors is
seen as a concept
of "what should be."

NAM is similar to other assessment models
in that it
addresses itself to the discrepancy between
"What should
be" and "what is."

But, whereas most other models see a

need for the discrepancy itself, NAM sees it
as the whole
concept
In Figure

1

,

the relationship among the terms can

be seen.

it is important to understand how NAM pictures

the need,

since the methodology seeks definitions of the

who le need

semi-fulfilled, or whatever.

person might have

a

For example, a

need for some transportation vehicle.

The fact that this person owns a car does not validate the

fact of the need.

operationalized

The dlscrepancy in

fche

^^
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may be discovered as
the lack of new, safe
that the person can use
the car more effectively.
A decision-maker knowing
the facts, can address
herself/
himself to providing tires,
not a car, bus or airplane.

Figure

In NAM,

1

.

,

Cof f ing-Hutchinson Diagram of
Needs Components

the crucial question to be answered
is "who

needs what, as defined by whom?
to people,-

people have needs"

"what should be."

.

(p.

.

1\

.

Needs are attributable
A nee d is a status of

But several persons can help tell what

my need is, not just myself.
I

.

can tell the doctor,

"I

m

a

hospital for instance,

need relief from pain."

The

doctor can ask a number of definers, various
medical staff,
to help her/him define my need.

likely be more help to the doctor

The total definition will
(the decision maker or

information-user) than my own limited perception.
fore, in any field especially education,

There-

"the choice of

definers becomes crucial to the validity, reliability, and
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utility of the data"
reliable or useful?
there must be

(p.

For whom are

9).

fche

In all mo dels of needs

data

assessor,

decision maker /information
user.
Without this component,
there is no point in
addressing needs att all
Tho decision
an. The
maker must obviously,
then, be an integral part
of the assessment
a

process.

Among other jobs that

a

person does, he/she

designates the referents for
the basic question, "who
needs
what, as defined by whom"
(p. 10).
The Coff mg- Hut chin son
paper goes on to validate its
procedures.
To have utility to the
decision maker, the

information obtained must

a)

"focus"

(i.e., the information

must identify needers, types of
needs and definers, as well
as prioritizing which of these
is looked into

first, second,

and so on);

b)

"requisite specificity"

(i.e., definitions

should be stated as much as possible
in measurable terms,
observable behaviors or states, rather
than in terms of
fuzzy concepts")
c) "requisite quality" (i.e.,
"Reliability
and validity to the maximum feasible
extent," as well as
;

recognition of limitations that may exist);

d)

acceptability

(i.e., not only must the information be
what the decision

maker wants but the process for obtaining it must
meet with
his/her willing agreement); e) "adaptation" (i.e.,
since

information users needs and needs fulfillment and priorities
and resources all have a habit of changing,

a

suitable
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needs assessment model must
provide for such changes)

H-13).

The general design of the
methodology can
be seen in Figure 2 on the
following page.
(PP-

Encompassing the ten subsets of the
procedures
starting with preparations and ending
with the revising
(on the right), are five
subpurposes.
The purpose first
described involves functions performed
by the needs

analyst

(NA)

,

"functions that are necessary for

ready to implement the methodology,
scheduling.
d)

.

.

,

c)

b)

a)

getting

planning and

showing problems which arise,

evaluating the usefulness of the information,

and e) revising the applications in order
to improve the

utility of the needs analysis.

Figure
3.0,

2

.

.

As can be seen in

"

these functions are implemented in steps 1.0,

9.0, and 10.0.

Next, someone has to decide which information users

are to be served by the NA,

what resources can be allocated

according to some set of priorities.

Information users

must be the ones who will actually use the data, not the
NA herself /himself

.

This function is performed in the NAM

under Step 2.0 Contract Negotiation

(pp.

14-15).

After preparing for the analysis process, setting
up a contract with the decision maker

(DM)

and planning

the priorities, resources, and steps, the NA must ask
the DM for a list of the individuals

(needers) whose needs
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1

•

0

Propara Lion

Speoil. ying the Basic
Scope and Priorities

Idenifying InformationUsers' Concerns

Managing
the

Process

Obtaining and Reporting
Definitions of Need

Obtaining and Reporting
Measurements of Need
Fulfillment

2.0

Contract Negotiation

3.0

Planning

4.0

Determination of
Who-What-Whom
Concerns

5.0

Defining

6.0

Definition Reporting

7.0

Measuring

8.0

Measurement Reporting

9.0

Evaluation of
Needs Analysis

10.0

F igure 2

The General

Revision

Design of Methodology
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are to be met.

The NA must also ascertain
the type of
needs about which the DM wants
to know in order to
prepare
programmes to serve them. Then
the DM must give the NA the
list of persons (defrners)
who can best define

specifically

the kinds of needs of the
listed needers.

The three lists

are then combined by the DM
according to the stated

priorities focusing the data obtained.

The result is a

prioritized list of phrases in the
form of "who needs what,
as defined by whom" like
"students’ needs for career
education, as defined by their parents."
This procedure
is accomplished in Step 4.0
(pp. 16-18).
An important part of the NAM process
consists of

obtaining and reporting the definitions
of needs.
becomes critical is the specification of the

"what

needers needs.

What is its operational definition:

comprise the needers need?"
specific needs

,

(p.

18).

what behaviors /states
To get at those

the NA must address the definers of them,

by interview and/or survey.
The definitional problem is essentially one of

obtaining an explicit description of what the definers
would imagine would be present or would be happening if the
needers needs were completely fulfilled "

(pp.

18-19)

Thus, each defining group would be asked a "Stimulus

Question" designed by the NA.

This question would ask

each definer to picture to himself /herself an ideal situation
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in which all the specific needs of
the needers for the

type of need under discussion were being
met completely.

Visualizing this situation, the definer would
tell or write
everything he/she saw or heard going on— the
more
specific

and operational the better— which would
indicate that the
specific needs of the needers were being met.
Assume that
a

who-whom-what phrase is "Elementary teachers' needs for

paraprof essional aid, as defined by those teachers' supervisors."

A sample stimulus question which

a

NA might

address to the supervisor would be as follows:
Imagine a hypothetical elementary school. There
are teachers, administrators, students, some
parents, and equipment.
Imagine that your
elementary teachers are having their needs for
paraprofessional aid fully met. Look at the
situation closely and write down those things
you perceive which indicate that those teachers
needs for paraprofessional aid are being met.

With such a stimulus question, each supervisor would presumably write down according to his/her insights, every

fulfilling action, event, condition, fact, etc. not merely
the ones which his/her particular teachers might be lacking.

Later

,

the measurement process can separate the unmet needs

from the fulfilled ones.

If the question posed to the

definers ask only for the conditions which indicate lack,
i

there is danger of omission of the real needs because of
the subjective desire by the definers to describe only the

high priority and immediately felt lacking conditions and
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because of the

defined

having to discriminate
in their
responses.
In NAM subjectivity,
whereas present, is kept
to the minimum, and the
discrrminating is left to the
NA
to do during measurement.
Also,

in NAM it is directly
stated that, depending

on the numbers of

defmers and on the needs

for specificity,
more than one or two rounds
or surveys /interviews may
be
necessary to achieve the desired
level of specificity.
The
whole defining process and its
subsequent reporting
to the

DM is to be found in Steps 5.0
and 6.0.

Another key ingredient in the assessment
process,
particularly NAM's (see Figure
is
2),

measurement reporting.

the steps of the

if one has purposely sought for

optimal states of "what should be" in
the definition of
needs, one may very well find that one
or more of these
needs are currently being adequately met.
Such information is obviously of high interest to a DM
in the subsequent
planning of educational programs.
In NAM, measurement is
not done concurrently with needs definition, as
for

instance it was done in Fitzgerald's Model

(above)

where

students needs and their current state of fulfillment were

simultaneously addressed by respondents on
0-100.

In NAM,

resources for carrying out all steps of the

process are meticulously allotted.
may obtain:

a)

a scale of

However, two limitations

there may not be enough resources for the
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measurement process, since
it is both time-consumin
and
3
thus expensive; and b,
the DM may not want
or need measurement done on some or all
of the defined needs;
moreover,
the specific definition
of the needer's need
,

may make the
status of present fulfillment
obvious.
If measurement is
desired and resources available,
it may be done through
a
specific set of observation
and collecting techniques
set
up by NAM.
The NA may have only to
collect existing detail
(like programmes already in
effect) may have to arrange

various kinds of testing of
students, or may have to carry
out quite specific observation
of persons performances.
The details for these procedures
are to be found in Steps
7.0 and 8.0 of the Methodology
20-22).

(pp.

The fullest set of rules and
procedures so far

developed by the authors of NAM is

a

complex document, with

hundreds of steps, including many alternatives,
and it
covers 99 typewritten pages" (p. 22).
In its simplest
form, it covers two pages and 34 steps.

Because of the changing nature of education,
its

process and products, from simple student needs
defined by
a few

professional educators to complex student needs

defined by many different groups.

To provide hard data in

planning educational programmes, needs assessment must be
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developed as a fundamental
part of an overall process
of
educational goal-setting,
programme development,
programme
implementing and evaluation.

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF STUDY
The previous chapters have
introduced research
problems on needs assessment. An
overview of teacher

education in Nigeria along with
its shortcomings have
been isolated and explained, a
historical overview of
inservice education in Nigeria has
been given, which led
to an examination of the field
of needs assessment models,
their rationales and procedures. A
host of various
models, with their common and uncommon
characteristics
have been discussed, followed by an
extensive review of
the methodology developed by Coffing
and Hutchinson.
It is now the intent
2)

Instrumentation;

3)

to describe the

Subjects;

4)

1)

Procedures;

Methodology;
5)

Data

Analysis used in the two designs for needs assessment.
The first design was the original one made by this
writer

but not actually implemented.

It will be briefly

summarized, with reasons why it was not actually put into
effect.

METHODOLOGY
A descriptive needs assessment research methodology
was used in this study with the major instrument for data

collection being

the interview and questionnaire.
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The descriptive research
methodology allows the
investigator to make a
systematic analysis and
description
Of the facts and
characteristics of a given
population
cind event of in te
t (Francis and
others, 1979).
The
purpose of this kind of
research
ic to
earch is
fn provide a
detailed
and accurate picture of
the phenomenon as a means
of
generating hypothesis and
pinpointing areas of needed
improvement (Varstenes, 1977
t

)

view,

The descriptive needs
assessment in this writer's
then, describes the gap
between current outcomes

and achievements for learners,
implemented etc., and
expected comes; that is a process
of ascertaining both
"what is" and "what should be."
,

After

detailed examination of most of the
needs
assessment models in the literature
(see pages
a

43

for explication of needs assessment
models)

,
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this writer

chose the Coffing-Hutchinson Needs
Analysis Methodology.
The Needs Analysis Methodology
ed NAM)

,

(hereafter designat-

is by far in the opinion of this
writer,

the most

explicit, complex, and generally useful
methodology of all
found in the literature.
This methodology was chosen by
this writer because it

1)

makes use of both interview and

questionnaire vehicles for determining needs and measure-

ment of needs fulfillment, and

2)

it allows for sampling,

prioritizing, and multiple group definers and variation
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Of survey procedures.
is a)

„ here NAM differs from
other models

in its broad applicability
to many kinds of needs

assessment; b) in its complexity
of process so as to be
responsive to a broad band of
options; c) rn the demand
to operationalize definition
of needs as specifically
as

possible and this in as potentially
useable a form as
possible by information users.
Moreover, because NAM fits
into the current educational
need a) accountability,
b) the systematic decision
making strategies, and c) for
looking first to the needs of
programme users vis a vis
the needs assumed for them by
the educators, that this

writer decided to utilize the Needs
Analysis Methodology.
Instrumentation
The instrument used for data collection
in this

study was the interview guide.

The form of interview used

was the stimulus interview guide to solicit
needs state-

ments from subjects, and

a

questionnaire guide developed

from the needs statements given by subjects.
Since the major instrument for data collection in
this study was the interview guide, it is in this writer's

opinion, appropriate to enumerate some of the strengths
and weaknesses of the interview guide.

According to Borg and Gall (1979) the interview
guide as

a

research method, is unique in that it involves
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the collection of data through
verbal interactxon between

individuals.

This direct interaction is
both the main
advantage and disadvantage of
the interview as a research
tool.
As contrasted with the
questionnaire which provides
no immediate feedback, the
interview permits the researcher
to follow up leads and thus
obtain more data and greater
clarity.
The interview situation permits
much greater
depth than other methods (p. 290)
A serious criticism of questionnaire
studies according to Borg and Gall (1979), is
that they are often shallow
and fail to get respondents to answer
personal questions.
"A major advantage of the questionnaire
over the interview
is in the expense involved.

The questionnaire is consider-

ably less than the interview.

Although the interview guide has

a

number of

important advantages over other data collection tools,
the

interview does have certain limitations as

a

research tool;

most important is that the very adaptability gained by
the
interpersonal situation leads to subjectivity and possible
bias"

(pp.

310-311).

It was with these pitfalls in mind that the writer

chose the Needs Analysis Methodology.
it,

NAM has built in

safeguards that avoids these pitfalls.
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The original design of
the needs assessment
never
went into effect.
One major but unforeseen
circumstance
intervened.
On July 28, 1982, the
writer met with the
executive secretary of the
Lagos State school board
(the
new title for what used
to be the principal
inspector
of schools).
The meeting was brisk,
businesslike but
friendly.
This writer was told that
no names of any
school board official was to
be used in the study and
that
this was a ministerial decision.

The secretary suggested that
the focus of the
study be changed from teacher
educators need for good
inservice educational programmes,
to Lagos State prxmary
school teachers' perceived need
for a good inservice
education programme. The reason
given for the change was
that, more than ever the Lagos
State school system faces a
possibility of total collapse. The secretary
further
explained that because the teachers are
so below standard
that most of the children being turned
out are "denser
than density."
The teachers he said need to be retrained.
The writer was told that the major need of
the Lagos State

school system was for good teachers.

This writer agreed

because any changes or recommendations for change by

information users is in line with the philosophy of the
Needs Analysis Methodology and must be adhered to.

Through the invaluable help
of the executive
secretary of the State
central school board,
the writer
Was able to initiate the
interview component of the
needs
assessment in one of fifteen
school districts in Lagos
State
The following persons were
directly involved in the
assessment:
a) the Needs Analyst
(NA)
b) the Decision
Maker (DM), both the writer of
this dissertation; c) the
participants in the group interviews;
and d) the respondents
to a survey-questionnaire.
,

Procedure
The name of each of the fifteen
school districts was
written on a piece of paper, from
which the Surulere/Itire/
Ikate school district was randomly
chosen.
As shown in Table

5

the Surulere/Itire/Ikate School

district is made up of eight-six elementary
schools, with
a pupil population of sixty-seven
thousand three hundred
and ninety-one and a teacher population of
one thousand
seven hundred thirty-one.
Because of limited resources and
time constraints ten of the eighty-six elementary
schools

were randomly selected for participation in the
needs

assessment

This was done by choosing every eighth

school
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on the list.

The following elementary
schools

chosen

Table

6

Primary Schools Interview
Participants
School

Surulere Municipal
School

Teacher Population

Student Populati

20

550

15

660

20

450

Government Demonstration School Ikate

15

500

Ansar-UD Primary
School Itire

20

601

Surlere Methodist
School

17

550

Progressive Primary
School Ikate

22

650

Adisa Bashua Primary
School

19

500

Anglican Primary School
Itire

19

530

Omololu Primary School
Itire

20

570

Ideal Girls School
Ikate

Surulere Baptist
School
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TABLE

7

Number of Persons Attending
in Each Interview Group
School

Administration

Municipal School

Teacher

1

Ideal Girls School Ikate

Surulere Baptist School

]

Government Demonstration School
Ansar-UD Primary
School

2

Surulere Methodist
School

i

Progressive Primary
School

i

Adisa Bashua Primary
School

i

Anglican Primary
School

i

Omaololu Primary
School

i

5

20

47

Totals

5

1

3

schools

5

]

Inspector
for all
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The ten schools chosen
comprised a fair representa .
tion of the region as a
whole.
Four schools „ere in
Surulere three were in
Xtire and the other
three were at
Ikate.
The Surelere/Itire Akate
school District had the
most single number of
prrmary schools next to
the Lagos
Island School District (see
Table 5).
,

Besides having the single
most largest number of
primary schools, the
Surelere/Itire/Ikate District is
made up of three heterogenous
communities.
Surulere is
large, semi-urban and
affluent, Itire is large,
semi-rural
and middle to lower class
socioeconomically.
ikate is
small, rural, heterogenous
and poor socioeconomically.
Subjects
The revised design of the interview
was similar to
the original design wherein
the writer sent a letter to
each group of participants in the
interview component.
The purpose and a sample of the
stimulus question for the
study were introduced in advance in
the letter (see

Appendix

A)

In the revised design,

it became apparent that

advance stimulation was impossible, the
writer was
already in Nigeria.
The secretary of the Lagos State school board
was

kind enough to provide the writer with
and driver for this writer

'

s

a

government vehicle

visits to all ten schools.

it
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is

this writer

opinion that the use
of the official
vehicle was more than
a blessing.
Many of the school
headmasters /headmistresses
as soon as they
saw the car
and the driver, were
more than willing to
do everything
for the writer.
With the exception
of the headmasters/
headmistresses and therr
assistants, all defrner
groups
were randomly selected.
The headmasters
/headmistresses
provided the master list
of their teachers and
the grade
level taught.
These teachers names were
wrrtten on a piece
of paper and the names
of four to five teachers
representing different grade
levels were
e selected as the
case may
be.
These numbers varied a
little from school to school
(see Table 7 for the actual
number attending in each
definer group)
,

,

The revised design in the
interviews, as in the
original involved three groups
of definers, who were to
help define the needs of primary
school teachers for
inservice educational programmes.
,

The literature on needs assessment
emphasized the
concept of multiple definer groups.
As demonstrated in
Chapter II, more than the one person
who needs something
can help give the complete picture
of that need.
in the
writer's needs assessment design, it was
decided to have
more than the primary school teachers
define their need
for inservice education.
The logical questions to ask in

seeking others to help define these teachers
needs are
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"who knows most about those
needs?" and "who is more

intimately connected to the
teachers in some way as to
have
ideas pertinent to their needs."
The writer decided that
two other kinds of persons
would be particularly helpful:
first, the administrator,
i.e., the Headmasters and

Headmistresses who are directly in
charge of the teachers;
and second, the inspector of
schools who supervise the
teachers
Thus, the composition of the districts
interviews

was arranged.

Within the general request from the
writer
that the interview times be as soon
as practicable,
the

administrators set up the interviews in their
different
schools and informed the writer.
In Appendix C may
be
found a calendar of arrangements with
participants and
of the dates of the 31 interviews.
As can be seen, the interviews for all four
schools
in Surulere were held on two consecutive days,
while those

for Itire and Ikate took a day each.

primary school teachers were held in

All interviews of
a

classroom in the

respective schools while those of the administrators,
e.g., Headmasters and Headmistresses, were held in their

offices.

held at

The interview with the inspector of schools was
his office.

For conducting of the interview themselves, the

writer made up instruction sheets for use in the oral
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presentations, one set for all
three groups. A sample
of
instruction sheet may be found
in Appendix d.
The
general purpose of the interview
was to obtain a large
number of responses from the
participants to each question
that valid priorities could
be made from them.
These
priority items would in turn
be used to make up needs
categories from which a series
of the most important 20
needs statements could be
established for a surveyquestionnaire. The directions for
the interview, which
will be amplified below, were
based upon major principles
found in the Cof fing-Hutchinson
NAM (see the explication of
this in Chapter II, p art 2).
The writer deemed it important
to seek the ideal needs of
primary school teachers, that
is, all their needs for effective
inservice educational

programmes, whether or not these needs
were currently being
fulfilled, partly fulfilled, or unfulfilled.
The rationale for ideal, complete needs
lies in
this fact.

Coffing and Hutchinson discovered that, when the

NA asked only for unfulfilled needs, only a
small portion
of the needs of a particular group of needers
emerged,

since responders had to be constantly weighing whether

response represented an unmet need or not.

a

But when the

responders were asked to define all the needs of

a group,

they would feel free to consider the total picture and
thus respond with much more spontaneity, at greater length.
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Then, through two
means the NA could
ascertain whrch needs
Should be looked at
»st carefully by a DM or
lnformation
users rn making use of
the data:
first, a responder
arrow down his or her
accumulated list by prioritizing (that is, telling
which were the most
rmportant items),
and second, the NA
would make some attempt
to measure the
status of fulfillment, so
that the DM would not
address
himself/herself to acting upon
clearly fulfilled needs.
The Coffing and Hutchinson
rationale was utilized
for the interviews in
this study.
The intent of the
questions used in the interview
was to give each participant
a great deal of time
and opportunity to think
of as many

needs of primary school teachers
for inservice education
as possible.
The participants were requested
to indicate
the four most important
emu neeus.
t+- was
needs
t'
0 +-v,
it
these prioritized
needs which were used to provide
data for the final
questionnaire
t 7 -,

—

——

Admi nistration of the Interview
The interview proceeded as follows, with
comments

as necessary on what happened.

Components of the Interviews

.

Initial Directions:

Needs Analyst Direction Sheet
1.

Seat in a circle, each person to

a

table.
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.

Each person should have
a wrxting instrument
(NA should have several
extra pencils)
NA hands out information-needs
sheets (each
person should have a suitable
surface for
.

3.

writing on)
The intent for #1 above was to
make sure that each
participant had ample opportunity to
interact with other
group members when it came time to
do so.
In #2, even
though most persons had their own
pencils it was sometimes

necessary to have extra pencils on hand.

Item #3 refers

to the Ditto sheet for the
interviewees to use in register-

ing their responses.

At the top of each were demographic

information blanks for the NA to judge the
stratifications
of persons present.

A sample of each of the sheets may be

found in Appendices

Demographic information
N.A.

First, fill in the required statistical

information at the top of your sheets.
Encircle the proper number representing your
school.

Note that your name is not wanted,

discussion of this statistical information will be made
later in this chapter.

It refers to the stratification

component of the proposal.

Although the separate respondent

sheets were anonymous, the NA asked persons to record their
names on

a

separate pad so that the writer could acknowledge
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their participation rn the
study.
found in Appendix H, by
schools.

State ment of Purpose

Their names may

fae

:

The following directions
are for Administrators,
Teachers and Inspector:
N.A.

The purpose of this
assessment is to provide
data so that decision makers
in your schools,
the Lagos State school
board, and possibly
at other levels, can make
up useful, desirable,
and valid inservice programmes
for your
primary school teachers.

Various groups are being asked
to define the needs
of the teachers for inservice
education, all of whom this writer
believes can add valuable information,
since
they all

basically want the same thing-ef
fective
for the students of the district.

,

quality education,

This meeting is two of

three groups that will help define the
needs,

you to respond to several questions.

I

will ask

The intent of the

questions is to have you describe all the
needs that you
can possibly think of, including ones that
may already

be

met in your school.

I

will ask you to finally tell which

needs are the most important.
First, early in the meeting and arranging

process,

the writer realized that the teachers and administrators

of most of the schools were willing to help out in a

^

doctor
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study and to be of
service to the Lagos
school system.
But mote importantly,
they wanted returns
for their involvement.
They wanted their names
to appear
the study as having
partlclpate
Thus< it became
writer’s duty to convince
them that their involvement
would be acknowledged.

m

^

^

Second, it proved helpful
for any specific interviewed group of persons to
know that other responsible
groups were involved in the
study.
That even Lagos state
primary school Inspectors were
giving the same kind of
input.
The teachers were quite
surprised and impressed
to know that the Lagos
State Inspector of Schools was
also involved.
Finally, it proved important
to make the
persons aware of the kind of
response they would
be

making— since

it was not common in the
literature on needs

assessment to find directions like the
kind of stimulus
question given here. Most of them ask
for merely to socalled discrepant items and no others.
The rationale for
listing the total need picture before
prioritizing has been
given above.
)

i

List of need items:
N.A.

Now imagine that the Surulere/ Itire /'Ikate
school district's elementary teachers needs
for inservice educational programmes are being

completely met.

Look at the situation closely

and write down everything you see which
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indicates that those teachers'
needs for
inservice educational programmes
are being
fully met.
After the capital letter "N",
number the items as you write
them.

This was the start of the
responding process itself.
The stimulus question is in
the exact form as in the NAM.
The writer began the timing
at this point.
The teachers
and administrators were told
in advance that the interview
would not take longer than one
hour.
As it turned out, the
average time was 45 minutes.
The directions above for the
list were not clearly

understood by most respondents.

Nevertheless, the writer

decided to retain the exact wording,
both because she
believed in the basic principles behind
the NAM and because
she wanted to test the system in all
interviews.

As it

turned out, the directions always needed
clarification.
The NA clarified by such statements as these:

you see actually happening?

"What do

What are various people doing

or saying

teachers, administrators, the government,

students?

What attitudes are evident, what teaching

styles, what teaching aids?

Everything you see or hear

or notice that indicates that teachers

met

'

needs are being

"
.

The question was often asked,

kinds of workshops?"

The answer was,

"Do you want specific
"Yes,

if that
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indicates the needs
nGPd^ are being met."
"Kell, do you want
the
answers general or specific," "
Either ."
Do you „ant
programmes or results of
programmes?" The results
of
these and subsequent
questions in the interviews
are
analyzed in Chapter IV. The
fact of the questions,
however,
indicate that the simple
statement of the stimulus
question
is not enough for
persons to start from; they
need examples,
clarification and explanation.
It was surprising to
note
that of the 84 prioritized
need items, only one third
were
directly relatable to c ontent
of inservice programmes
•

(e.g.,

the need for new teaching
aids), the other two-thirds
being descriptive or personal
in nature (e.g., payment of
special bonuses for participation
in inservice programme)

Prioritizing the items
N.A.

:

(after about 10 minutes)

:

Finally each of

you should indicate which of the items
you
have listed have the top four highest

priorities.

You could consider such criteria

as these for judging priority:
1

.

Most important for your needs or your

students needs or children.
2.

Most important for all primary school

teachers
3

.

Most feasible

(that is,

given what you

believe to be known resources or limita-
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tions of time, energy,
commitment, etc.,
which needs could be
most easily i mple _
mented into inservice
programmes)?
4.

N.A.

Most desirable to
implement to suit the
total state's needs.

Write

Roman numeral #1 by the
need with the
highest priority, a #ii by
the next one, a
#111 and #iv by the last.
a

There was no way of telling
which criterion was used
by any given person.
N.A.

Now share your priority
items with each other
by reading it out loud for
all to hear, then

he a group decision about
which four priority
items in the group would be
and should be

implemented into inservice programmes.
N.A.

Write

a

Roman number #l by the need
collectively

judged to have the highest priority,
a #11 by
the next one, a #Ili and a #IV by
the next two

respectively

Concluding instruction
N.A.

:

(after about 10 minutes)

your sheets.

:

Please hand in

On behalf of the information-

users who will implement these data,

you for your time and cooperation.

I

thank

These directions finished
the interview.
The sheets
were collected.
Even though the interview
location for the
inspector was different from
that of the two other
groups,
yet the same directions were
used for the interview.

informs inn
For each kind of group
interviewed. Ditto sheets
were made up and handed to each
responder at the beginning
of the sessions.
After the first interview it was
realized
that more than a single lined
sheet would be necessary
a few cases.
Accordingly, the NA made up extra
blank
sheets and stapled the two together.
At the top of each
defining group sheets were requests for
demographic information.
it will be remembered that in
selecting teachers
for the interview groups, it was
decided that teachers in

m

most of the grade levels in the schools
be represented.
This guideline or procedure had been suggested

to the writei

from both the research on needs assessment models
and
from various live interviewers who had conducted
needs

assessments.

(See,

for example, the University of Benin

State Education Needs, in Appendix

I.

it can be seen

from items A-C on that document that it was addressed
to elementary and secondary educators,

that it asked for

the exact position held, the years in education, and sex.
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intent of getting such
information is to know
the exact nature of the
persons for whom inservice
education programmes are to be
implemented.
The.

In most cases,

the criterion used for
stratification

this study was a simple and
pragmatic one:

take all

administrators in each school,
usually one to two in each
school, randomly select three
to five teachers representing
all grade levels and take
the inspector of schools in
charge of the district.

Administrators

:

The two groups were asked to fill
in the blanks
indicating their sex, number of years
in education, years

m

administration, whether or not their
experiences have
been with urban or non-urban schools.
The statistics

indicating the breakdown of this information
will be found
in Chapter IV.
A sample first sheet of each of the
three

kinds of the defining groups can be found in
Appendices
E,

F,

and G.

Teachers

:

The teachers were asked their sex, the grade level

currently teaching, what general level of experience
they had

(1-4,

5-9,

10-15,

mos t ly ur ban or non — urban.

16-over), whether it had been

When one considers the fact

that there were virtually no stratification demands in

advance of the interviews, there was

a

remarkably good
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representation on most
levels
experience.

By
1
y far

/

e xr P nf urban
k
except
and non-urban

the lions share was
for non-urban-a
natural fact since many
he schools were
y of the
basically nonurban themselves or
o
D
least
considered themselves so.
This finished the
administering of the interview
components of the needs
assessment project.
'

1

^j^lAiListra_yi on_

^f

+_

the Questionnaire

As has been indicated
above, the writer found
interest
expressed in the needs
assessment project and a
strong
Pledge of support from the
secretary of the state central
school board.
They all saw their function
largely in
onnection with the questionnaire
component of the assessment.
They volunteered to see
that the process was
expedited.

The decision about who should
respond to the questionnaire was resolved by expediency.
All the parties involved
in the assessment wanted
the questionnaire to be administered in their schools. The
State school board secretary
saw the questionnaire as serving
as professional validation
for the inservice programmes
they might implement.
Moreover, they agreed to continue to
render their help in the
form of the official van and driver.
It was originally the writer's plan
to stratify

both the interviews and the questionnaires,
so as to get
as valid a sampling as possible.
For the interviews, the
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stratification was seen

(ahoup)
(above)

to u
have been mostly by

chance, since some
me or
of thf=the particular
respondents could
not be purposely selected
in advance.
For the questionnaire, a similar situation
arose.
heather the Lagos State
school Board nor the
Surulere/Itire/Ikate school board
had a list of the teacher
personnel in the district,
let
alone lists demographically
oriented.
They could help get
the questionnaire distributed
to almost any number of
teachers, by whole school
systems, but by no other way.
With this limitation in mind,
the NA decided to
administer the questionnaire to
25% of the primary school
teachers in the Surulere/Itire/Ikate
school district.
A
i

stratification would be made by
counting the number of
very large school systems and
average-sized school systems

respectively and choosing a representative
number from
each set of random samplings. As
has been shown diagramatically above, the Surulere/Itire/Ikate
School district
has 86 schools in all.
There seemed to be 6 systems whose
elementary teachers numbered over 19. The
remaining 80
schools ranged between 12 and 19 teachers.
Before random samplings could be made, however,
another limitation had to be applied.

The Lagos State

central school board secretary asked that 30 of the
80
small schools not be included in the sampling
because the
sc hools have been slated for closing.

As 25% is the factor
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Of primary school
teachers to be interviewed,
it then
f

°“°”

.OUT

a»

"*

sampling

„a,

„„„

„„„ g

(

large schools and the
50 small ones.
It was decided that

4

of the
t-h<=>
or
large schools will be
,

randomly selected, whi i e
16 of the small ones
randQmly
elected.
The four large schools
chosen were, 1 Progressive
Primary School; 2, Surulere
Baptist School; 3) Omololu
Primary School/ltire; 4)
Anser UD Primary School,
with a
combined total of 82 primary
school teachers.
The following sixteen
schools were randomly chosen
to represent the average
schools in the districts:
)

Teacher Population
1

2

.

3

.

4.
5.
6

.

7.
8

.

9.

10
11
12
13.
14.
15.
16.

.

.

.

Erinoso Primary School Ijeshatedo
Jehovah Jereh School
Our Lady of Fatima
Premier Day School
Rabiatu Thompson School
St. Thomas Aquinas School
Shitta Primary School
TaFawa Balewa Primary School
Tina Primary School
Abino Primary School
Aijetoro Primary School
Aji jedidun Primary School
Surulere Methodist School
Akinsemoyin Primary School
Atara Primary School Ijeshatedo
Baruwa Primary School

14
19
15
12
16
19

19
15
10
15
17
10

19
19
10
10

210

num t er of teachers sampled is 292
>

^210
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The method of
dissemination that this
writer agreed
to wrth Mr. era, E]
iro Onobrakpeya was
to he by hand.
Thls
writer seizes this
opportunity to acknowledge
Mr.

Onobrakpeya

invaluahie help.

„r

Onobrakpeya became the
field based research
assistant for the questionnaire
sampling segment.
The writer wrote

a

.

cover letter for the
questionnaire

which was mimeographed and
signed by the writer and
Mr.
Onobrakpeya the field based
research assistant. a copy
Of this letter may be
found in Appendix J.
This letter
Stated the purpose of the
questionnaire, and urged prompt
participation by its recipients.
A total of 350 questionnaires
were run off and hand
delivered to the field based
research assistant.

The form of the questionnaire
itself was just about
as had been originally
proposed.
Twenty prioritized needs
were generated from the 21
interviews, and randomly ordered
for the questionnaire.
The direction for the questionnaire
were basically as originally
planned, with one significant
difference (a copy of the questionnaire
may be found in

Appendix K).

The analysis of the interview data,
with the

resultant composition of 20 needs will be
discussed in
Chapter IV.
The directions for the questionnaire suggested
by Coffing et al. (1973) are in part,
as follows:
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The

Nfl

adds instructions as
follows:

Imagine in your mind
that (who's) needs for
(What) are fully met.
Read each item in the
list
that follows.
if the item is something
that who
needs, place a checkmark
in the space provided.
"After completing the above,
go back over the
list and circle the numbers
of the four most
important needs (p. A-41) "
As can be seen from these
directions, there is opportunity
for determining respondents'
perceptions of the ideal need

situation, along with their
particular sense of high
priority items.
in the Cof f ing-Hutchinson
NAM, there are
also explicit instructions for
measuring fulfillment of
the needs generated by
interview survey (pp. A-46; A-71)
in order to ascertain which
needs, of the ones selected
by the DM for further implementation,
are already met or
partially met.
it became evident to this NA that
such
measurement was not going to be necessary;
since there has
never really been what can be called
an inservice education
programme for primary school teachers.
Moreover the Lagos
State central school board requested that
all generated
needs be considered unfulfilled.
The needs assessment was thus partially
completed,
the editions of the interview and questionnaire
that was

used,

the problems that arose during implementation, and
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the conducting of the
21 interviews in
10 Surulere/ltire/
Ikate school Districts/Lagos
State School Board that

provided prioritized data
for the questionnaire,
and the
dissemination of 292 questionnaires
to 20 randomly
selected schools in the
Surulere/Itire/Ikate school
Districts
This analysis of the interview
data, as well as the
analysis of the returns from
the questionnaire, provide
the material for the next
chapter.

CHAPTER

IV

analysis of the
assessment data

IntrodnrHn n
To this point,

the writer
iter has ^
discussed

(a)

the

response that educators
must make to the
Nigerian peoples
Plea for better prepared
teachers for therr
children, a
response that takes the
form of valid, reliable,
and
above all, immediately
useful inservice
educational
programs
,b, the rationale
of needs assessment

,

;

as a

primary vehicle for
ascertaining the educational
needs
teachers, so that inservice
programs may be devised
and implemented that
will address themselves
directly
to areas of teacher
education that are applicable
to
What teachers are striving
to accomplish in their
classrooms; (c) the research
that has already been done
in
formulating and implementing
needs assessment methodologies;
<d) the establishment
of a needs assessment
model which
the writer as Needs Analyst
(NA) believed could be
expeditiously used in Lagos State
in Nigeria to assess
the needs of primary school
teachers for inservice education;
and (e) a description of
the particulars that occurred
in
the actual implementation of
the revised design of this
101
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through the use of group
interviews and a selfadministered questionnaire.

There remain two components
of the study, the
analysis
of the data obtained
from the writer’s needs
assessment
model and the use of these
data in suggesting guidelines
for inservice educational
programs in the school district.

gg£^2__A nalysis

o f the Data From the Interview,

It will be remembered
that 21 interviews of groups

were conducted in ten
Surulere/Itire/t <ate school Distict
schools, two different groups
in each, i.e., the administrators and the teacher groups.
Also the Inspector
of

Schools in charge of the school
district was interviewed.
It had been decided by the
writer that to define primary
school teachers needs for inservice
education, it would
be useful and pertinent to ask
not only the teachers themselves but other persons as well to
help define those
needs
The persons thought to be closest to
the teachers and
to their educational problems were
administrators,
the

Inspector of Schools and the teachers themselves.
Accordingly, the writer devised a series of directions
and questions to be administered orally to the
three groups

The same set of directions were given to all three
groups.
As said earlier, a copy of the directions may be found
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in Appendix D.

For p =

group interview the
writer provided
response sheets appropriate
to the
tne group
am„n being
h
interviewed.
Copies of the three kind^
response sheets may be
found
111 Appendices
E
F -d C.
Specifics Of the directions
and response sheets
have been discussed
in detail
•

'

’

in

Chapter III.

When the data for all
21 interviews were
gathered.
It was the job of
the writer to analyze
them in

such a way
to arrive at a specific
number of prioritized need
Statements that could be used
in making up a
questionnaire.
as

This analysis process
was accomplished in five
steps:
1-

As was seen above in this

Chapter, the response sheets
administered to each group
were appropriate to the group.
That is, the stratification
information requested at the top
of each respondent’s
rst sheet was different for
each group.
It will be
remembered from discussion in Chapter
III that the purpose
of stratifying respondents is
to make sure that, within a
given set, all pertinent subgroups
were represented.

For instance, in asking primary
school teachers to
define their needs, it would give
an off-balance view to
get the responses from primary one
and two teachers or
from teachers who had been teaching
for only a few years.

Similarly, administrators with many years
of experience
at the primary school level, might see
their teachers'
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needs as being quite
different from the
needs defined by
administrators with
comparatively few years
experience.
in the original
design, the writer
thought that it
would be relatively
easy to determine
what percent of each
Refiner g roup should
be made up of what
strati frcations
by the information
available to the NA from
the adminrstrative offices of one
-*the teacher
tearhpr training
colleges.
As it turned out,
however, such preplanned
stratification was not possible
for this study.
what
happened instead was that
the writ-Pr
iter had to randomly
choose
from those teachers that
were available except for
administrators and the Inspector
in which all participated.
Thus, stratification was
done ex-post
4

•

•

+.

facto.

The first tabulation
therefore, was a summary of
each group's stratification
factors.
Copies of these are
reproduced in Tables 8, 9, and
10 below.
It can be seen
that of the 10 administrators
interviewed, there is a preponderance of women over men (6-4).
Their years of
experience in education for most
ranged between 5-9
years, specifically 4 of the
respondents were within this
range.
Their experience rate 10-0 in favor
of the primary
school.
Their locale of experience is 6 in
favor of nonurban to 4 urban.
This rating is considered normal for
the district.

As can be seen, Tables

8,

9,

and 10 show

the stratification tabulations of
the three groups
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(teachers, administrators
and the inspector
of Schools)
Of two subgroups in
each of 10 schools
in the Surulere/

Itrre/Ihate School District.
s

tudy

Por the P u rpose of
this

analyses were made as
though the 10 schools
were
one, representing the
Surulere/Itire/Ikate school
District
,

AS can be seen from
Table

9

the total teacher group

was about 2:1 female
to male.

The representation of
teachers by grade level
taught was almost evenly
balanced.
Most of the teachers have
been in education for
5-9 years
With only three having
been in education for over
15

years.

The teachers years of
experience is tilted in
favor of those with 5-9
years experience, specifically
30 of the teachers.
Surprisingly the teacher ratio
for
urban and non-urban experience
is almost evenly split.
Table 10 shows the tabulation
for the Inspector
of Schools.
As was expected, the Inspector
is a male
With experience mostly in
primary schools. He has a
lot of experience both in
education and as a supervisor.
This, however, is not to suggest
that most Inspectors in
Nigeria necessarily fit this pattern.
Indeed, according
to Uche (1972) many have little
or no experience at
all

TABLE

Sex

8

Female
Male

6
4

Years in Education
10-15

15

Over

&

3

Experience Mostly
Primary
1

1

Mostly Non-Pr
imarv

10

10

Experience Mostly
Urban

Mostly Non-Urban
6

Years in Education

»

10-15

s*

Grade level now
teaching
K' 1
K -2
K-3
8
8

9

15

4

V

K-5

8

K-6

7

7

K" 3

K-4

9

K-5

8

K-6

7

7

8

Experience mostly urban

Mostly non-urban

23

24

TABLE 10

Sex

Number of years „ p-s
Number of
in
Supervisory experience
Supervisory ex^erie^

Ovei

K-4

Grade level mostly
taught
8
8

&
3

Male

,

-

-

^

^

10-15
J f years
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This concludes

thp>

tratifi cation component
of the
analysis of data. As can
be seen, the
stratification deemed
important came out to be
reasonably well balanced.
Throughout most of the research
on needs assessment,
stratification as a principle is
a must, when there
is a variety of
role, experience, locale,
etc., affecting the
responses
and thus the data to be
used in some subsequent
manner.
Whether the writer as the
needs analyst successfully
stipulates the stratifications
in advance or obtains
his/
her stratifications ex
post facto, those stratifications
must be taken into account.
the present study, that
account will be demonstrated
in Chapter V when the
writer
as DM describes inservice
educational program guidelines.
,

.

m

2

'

Slbulatj-ig

a total of

58

the responses

.

m

the 21 interview sessions,

persons made a total of 84 priority
items.

The rationale for this direction
has already been given in
Chapter III.
To summarize briefly, the writer
decided that
within the limits of available resources,
it would be
better to have teachers in each of the
10 schools come to
a consensus on which four
priority items should be included

m
m

an

mservice education programme.

Instead of respondents

each group listing all items along with the
priorities/
listings, the writer decided that it would
be better and
more logical to focus on only the priority items.

Moreover,

only 20 of the priority items generated were
to be used for
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the questionnaire

group

m

.

As sho „ n in Table

each of the ten schools
gave

1 1

4

,

each defrner

responses.

3
'

Each group's priority

items were transcribed
word for word onto Ditto
blanks,
mple of which can be
found in Appendix L.
After these
were all transcribed, the
writer went through the
items
to decide which ones
could be called ••content"
items and
which "descriptive" and/or
"process" items.

The former category was
used to pertain to items
which by the nature of their
wording could be readily or

reasonably translated directly
into some kind of inservice educational programme.
An example
of this

category is this one, from the
Administrators group
(hereafter abbreviated as A-3)
"Teachers be taught
how to use games and hands on
techniques in classroom."
It was considered by the
writer that this item was a
"content" item because it was clear
that an inservice
workshop could be devised directly dealing
with the use of
games --definition of them, examples,
experiential practice
of them, etc.

Similarly, the "content" category was

assigned to T-13 "Instruction on how to talk
to children
i.e., communication skills."

content item.

This item was also deemed

A third example is that of 1-4"

a

"Training

in inculcating societal and cultural values
in children."
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TABLE
Total in ter view

11

P£lg£jt y response by de
finer groups
each school

—

m

Municipal School
Administrators
Teachers

Hgal

4

4

Girls School

Administrators
Teache rs

4
4

Sutle r* Baptist Srhnm
Administrators
Teachers

4

4

gov ernment Demons

t-

r;,

t-

Administrators
Teachers

4

4

Ansar-Undeen School

Administrators
Teachers

4
4

Sur ulere Methodist
School

Administrators
Teachers

4
4

Progressi ve Primary School

Administrators
Teachers

4
4

Adisa Bashina Primary
School
^

Administrators
Teachers

4
4

Anglican Primary School

Administrators
Teachers

4
4

Omololu Primary Schoo l

Administrators
Teachers

4

4

Inspectors of Schools

4

Total

84
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This item is

little more general
than the first two
examples, but still is
definitely a content
item.
Here
the intent of the
person's definition of
need seems to be
toward the concept of
values clarification.
a

The other category of nr
nr
y
y
priority
items was the "deseriptive” and/or "process"
one.
It will be rendered
from Chapter III, Part
3 (Component Lists,
that there was
ample leeway in responses
allowed by the writer.
Although
the stimulus question
seemed to be addressed to
defining
i

i

.

actual inservice programmes,
the directions asked
persons
simply to write down everything
they saw which indicated
that teachers' needs for
inservice educational programmes
were being met.
This does not say "write down
the programmes
themselves," although it does not
disallow such a response.
It does allow persons to
describe situations that occur to
indicate a good inservice education
programme.
For example T-3 priority item
reads "Government will
give inservice programme allowances
to participating
teachers." Such an item is not readily
translated into an
inservice educational programme for
primary school teachers.
On the other hand, it does define
a process which
the

respondents think necessary to happen in order
for inservice programmes to be effective. Thus
this writer
agreed that this item was

a

descriptive-process item.

Ill

Similarly A-10 reads:

"Teachers
eachers should
sho
spend their time
teaching rather than
an selling.
sell inn "
mn
This statement from
an
administrator suggests
ggests that
thii teachers
u
conduct personal
business on school time
me.
Thic item was
This
labeled descriptive/
process also.
,•

+.

As can be seen from
the sample ditto sheet
listing

—

priorities in Appendix L,
the writer wrote a small
capital
"
C " °r

"

D " in the

of each priority item.

This
symbol, referring to the
decision to judge the items
primarily 'content" and/or
"descriptive," helped the writer
in the subsequent
decisions in developing the total

prioritization of needs
Ub fnr
ror fho
tne ^,-,^
questionnaire.
4.

•

When the

breakdown of these items was
computed, it was
surprising as well as interesting
to note that the definer
groups which had the least "content"
per respondent was
the Administrator

(40% of their total priorities).

The

teachers were fairly close second
(45%).
It was understandable that the Inspector should
have a very high
content priority of 75%.
4

‘

A naiyzing th e p riority items:

category

designating the needs

.

The next step in the analysis process was
to narrow

down the priority items by major categories.

It was

de teimine to focus primarily on the priority
items labeled
"C"

(content)

on the lists.

The rationale for this
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was two-fold-

•

WaS

1

'

^

(a)

-k
there
4

SinCe tte Pl

were 37' "r"
C
ltems to consider
as
i

“

™-

,

priority

synthesize the interview

into twenty needs
statements for the
questionnaire,
* f hp "ph
C
ltemS Seemed a
™P^-- (b) as explained
above, the *C- items
were those which could
be more readily
translated into inservice
educational programmes,
and since
the final purpose of
the study was to use
the prioritized
data in formulating
such programmes, it
seemed appropriate
to concentrate on
statements that focused
on content of
programmes rather than merely
descriptive of their
t terns

•

.

phenomena

TABLE 12
"Content

and "Descriptive -Proee.cio »
items by Delmer Groups

_(C)

Administrators

Content items

Teachers

(
V

n
u

i

)

Inspector

(10)

(47)

(1)

16

18

3

40

45

75

24

22

1

40

40

4

(Percent of total

priority item)

Descriptive Items
Totals

113

TABLE

Content Category

1

-Ltems by

Defining Groups
co

strators

1

.

2

.

3

.

4

.

Have program for
integratin 9 art,
drama, music and craft
into classroom

Updated instruction on
new educational methods and
materials.
Teach us how to motivate
the
children
X

5

.

Give instruction in
understanding of
individual child s educational
needs.

X

Teach new methods in
curriculum
adaptation
X

Instruction on how to talk
i-e., communication skills. to children
7.

X

Teaching children with readin
g
difficulties
X

8

.

Recognition and diagnosing of
learning
disabilities
X

Teach first aid instruction
to teachers.
10. Teach us how to get
along with the
headmasters
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Instruction on how to make children
feel good and proud of themselves.
Instruction on effective methods of
discipline
Provide remedial courses in english
and mathematics.
Teach teachers about child development theories.

Teachers be taught how to evaluate
children

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 1 4

s
tor

Table

13

(Continued)

tra

CO

u
&oo

16

•

17

.

18

.

Teach teachers effective
assessment
techniques

s

rd

Admim

&
X

19

•

How to use games and
hands-on
techniques in the classroom.

X

Teach application of real
life
experiences in the classroom

X

Teach teachers how to be
patient
with the children.
X

20

.

21

.

Teach how to deal with bad egqs
a classroom.

m

X

Teach teacher physical education

so that all teachers will be

X

involved with physical education.
22

.

Teach more back to basics in
curriculum development.

23.

Lessons and knowledge will be
updated

24

Teach how to have professional
self esteem.

X

X
.

25.

26

.

27
28

29

.

.

.

30.

Instruct teachers in the use of
pay-way teaching method.
Teachers be taught how to be
democratic in the classroom.
Hold seminars on selected subjects.

Provide qualitative inservice
trainees
Provide orientation for newly
appointed teachers.
Be taught observation, questioning,
and listening techniques

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
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-nistrators

Table

13

(Continued)

w
H
aJ

x:

u

a

rtf

Cfl

31

.

32

.

Training in inculcating
societal and
cultural values in
children

£

Be taught how to
be good examples
to
their children.
X

33

.

34
'

35
•

Learn by doing active
involvement by
teachers

™

0 r m
inf
pa
to ax
aid
d th^
their children at home.how

?™

™

X

SVe P s P ecial
curriculum for
K
i°
bright
students.
X

36

teaCh Children to teach
and
heTn their
?h
help
classmates.
t

'

,

37

.

X

Teach operation feed the
nation
to children.
X

Totals

18

16

3
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Accordingly, the writer
began categorizing
the "c"
items.
A chart was made, tne
the first
first- of whose
h
columns left
ample space to record
the items.
Following
'

this

coin™

were three more columns
corresponding to the three
definer
groups.
These were the administrators,
teachers and the
inspector of schools. As
the items were recorded
the
writer checked off which
definer group supplied each.
The list of the 37 categories
and the totals for

each definer group are
presented in Table 13. The totals
by definer group was a
necessary component of the table,
as will be discussed.
The separate totals were used
as follows:

Since
the intent of the study was
to develop inservice educa-

tional guidelines for primary
school teachers, it was
decided arbitrarily that, although
it was valuable to ask
other persons to help define those
needs, the needs
expressed by the teachers themselves
should receive
greatest consideration for making up
the items in the

questionnaire.

It was similarly decided that the
next

greatest consideration should be given to
the defined needs
as expressed by the administrators.
in the same
fashion,

the inspector of schools was considered
next.

It was

then decided by this writer that 14 of the
teachers group,
5

of the administrators and

1

of the inspector groups

content items respectively be included on the questionnaire
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*a

“

»* •»«

prioritized items and
took the top
p
one item f rom the
Inspector group>

...

f ive
e.

.

The writer took

By now the 20

prioritized needs
categories had been
designated.
The
problem at this point
was making sure that
the needs were
expressed in such a way
as to represent
"a need statement."
x ample is T-13 which
formerly only read
"Instruction
on how to talk to
"
children
hm to which was added
but
'•communication skills."
working these priority
items
nt° needs statements,
the same procedure
was used for
each of the 20 prioritized
.

.

/

m

needs.

Thus, all 20 needs
statements for the questionnaire
were generated.
Then the writer printed
nrinioa the
-t-u
questionnaire
and mailed it to the
field research assistant
to be
disseminated to 292 primary
school teachers in the

Surulere/Itire/Ikate School District
in Lagos State,
Nigeria
A nalysis of the d ata from
the questionnaire

.

The

questionnaire was disseminated by
Mr. Gray Onobrakpeya,
the field research assistant.
Shortly after
the third

week of September a substantial
portion of the questionnaires were sent to the writer,
and a week later the

remainder of the questionnaires
were received.

After the

receipt of all, the writer
was able to start the
analysis.
A total of 289 questionnaires
were returned at this
time.
This was about 98% of the
number given out. Thus,
it was this 98% of the
total possible that was
analyzed.
The analysis of data from
the questionnaire was
accomplished
in five steps
1

the ^tab ulations

*

^:

demographic information.

receipt of the questionnaires,
they were piled
in random order and numbered
consecutively

1-289.
There
had been no attempt made, either
directly or indirectly,
to ascertain which respondents
came from which sampled
school.
The writer used the computer
coding form in recording the responses. A sample of
this may be found in

Appendix

0.

It is a copy of one of the 13
such coding

forms that were initially filled out
for all subjects in
the analysis.
Its contents illustrate many of the
points
to be discussed below.

Tabulation sheet #1 had spaces for the recording
of
data from 24 respondents, up to 42 columns
were coded

for each subject.

Responses were coded as follows.

First,

the demographic information was taken from the
top of

each questionnaire.

Columns 1-3 on the coding form

represents the identification of the respondent, ranging
from 1—289.
taught,

9

Column

5

was used to code the grade level

represented years of teaching experience,

column 11 represented urban or non urban, columns 12-32
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represented respondents
answers to the 2(1
a
20 n eed
questions
on the questionnaire
with the last
ae+ u
but not the least
being
co umns 33-42 which
were used to code
individual respondents
c orces of five
most lmp0 rtant needs
on the guestionnaire.
Although the great
majority
J
the respondents
y of t-h
filled
out the information
requested
ted, it was surprising
q
to note
that some still did
not
nf
° f thG Possible
10,693 notations
°n the coding forms
,289 x 37)
4 persons omitted
grade
love
4 omitted sex,
2 persons omitted
years of experience,
5 Persons omitted
urban/non-urban category, one
person
failed to record any
information at all.
xt is unclear
why some of the respondents
left some of the
categories
unfilled or why one did not
bother to check
i

.

i +.

any of the

categories

TABLE 14
Q uestionnaire Dem ographic
Information
Numbers of Respondents within
the stratification:
Grade
K-2
3-4
5-6
Blank

Years
Experience

Locale

Sex

107

99

1-4

5-9

64

177

79

10-15

4

1

5-Over

37

9

Urban

Non-Urban

105

179

Male
93

Fema le
192

Blanks
2

Blanks
5

Blanks
4

120

Tabie 14 shows the
breakdown by categories
that
were recorded on
the coding sheet
f
The usefulness
of this
demographic information
will he
Win
a
be demonstrated
in Chapter V
when the writer as
DM discusses
scusses ins
inservice education
guideaes
according to specie
stratification o f the
proposed
lents
Ways to improve
upon fche questiQnnaire
-S3 will also be fQund in
fche evaluation
•

.

^

^

As can be
seen from the direction
tor the guestionnaire
,see sample
questionnaire in Appendix
K,
persons were asked to
do two
things:
(a) put a check
by items which the
y saw as a
need for themselves as
primary school teachers,
and (b)
Put a circle around the
four most important of
the checked
items.
AS in the direction
for the group interviews,
the
intent of the questionnaire
directions were not only to
give respondents enough
scope and opportunity to
plumb
their thoughts on the
20 needs statements but
also to force
them, in the limited
time which they expected
to spend in
the process, to so examine
their thoughts that they
would
not simply jot down the
few pressing items that
might
appeal to them, but would
select and focus and choose
carefully.
it was expected that there
would obviously be
more checks than circles. This
was generally so
As might
,

^
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be expected, moreover,
when a respondent
put a circle
around an item, he/she
also put a check by
the
item

s*

The writer used a SPSS
fortran computer coding
system in
recording the 20 questions
for each of the 289
subjects.
Although the great majority
of respondents followed
the
direction in regard to both
the specific requests
of the
directions and to theirr nfonf
.1
lntent there
were a number of
exceptions
i

'

The exceptions generally
fit two categories:
not
following the directions, and
making a noticeably greater
number of smaller number of
marks throughout the questionnaire than the majority of
respondents. Some ways of not
following the directions were
(a) transcribing a
number
of circles different from
the requested five, and (b)
returning the questionnaire
completely blank.
3

*

ilakin g

tabulations

:

summarizing the responses.

By far the great majority of
the questionnaire respondents,
however, did just what was requested.
The next procedure
was to summarize the respondents.
The computer was asked
to give the absolute frequency
for each of the 20 questions,
i.e., the number of checks, circles,
and missing blanks
(see Table

16)
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TABLE 16

Absolute Frequency of Each
of
Questio n
"

!•

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

~

New methods in
curriculum
adaptation

20

Questionnaire Items

hecks Circles
,

_Missinq/Blanks

278

106

11

278

119

11

277

80

12

274

68

15

281

228

8

261

15

28

Knowledge of child
development theories.

271

41

18

Instruction on how to
talk to the children,
i.e., communication
skills

271

35

18

Training in teaching
children with reading
difficulties

279

98

10

The use of games and
hands on techniques
for classrooms.

265

24

24

Remedial programmes in
english and mathematics. 263

19

26

Teaching us how
to motivate the
children
Instruction in
understanding of
individual child's
educational needs.

Teaching us how to
evaluate the
children
Instruction on new
educational methods
and materials.

Effective assessment
techniques

123

12

Observation, listening
and questioning
techniques

.

81

13.

Training in inculcating societal and
cultural values in
the classroom.

14.

Practical applications
al Ufe experience
f?
in the
classroom.

15.

16.

17.

18.

98

15

16

21

279

123

10

251

19

38

First-aid instruction
programme for teachers.

185

5

104

Instruction on how to
get along with the
Headmasters /Headmistresses

201

3

88

280

150

9

279

84

10

5290

1422

399

Recognition and diagnosing of learning
disabilities
How to use art, drama,
music and craft in the
classroom.

.

19.

20.

11

Instruction on how
to make children feel
good and proud of
themselves

Instruction on
effective methods
of discipline.

Totals

124

After assigning point
values to each category
of
response the writer
recorded total points
for each
questionnaire item.
,

In

the Cof f ing-Hutchinson
NAM

it Wl11
will k
be remembered,
the questionnaire
is devised on a
check-circle basis

With checks counting
one point each and
crrcles ten points
each.
This value system was
used to drfferentiate
the
various emphasis sufficiently.
This would mean that a
checked item would get one
poxnt while a checked and
crrcled
1 tem W ° Uld
et
11
9
points
,1+10).
Sxnce by directions a
respondent should circle only
checked xtems, thxs meant
that all checked and
circled items had an equal
weight of
1] points.
The eventual decisions on
how to use the data
was based primarily on
ranking of items. All 20
needs
items were ranked on 1:10
ration and the following
represents
the value for each.
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TABLE 17
Priority Items by ValueNeed
Value
1

.

2

.

3

.

New methods in
curriculum adaptation.

1338

Teaching us how to
motivate the children

1468

ti n in un<^ er standing
of
indff“5 ?
individual

child's educational needs.

4

.

“S

children.

^

1077

t0 evalu ^e the
954

5

.

educa tional methods

and "materials?

2561
6

.

7

.

8

Effective assessment
techniques.

411

Knowledge of child development
theories.

681

UCti °" ° n how to talk
to the
^h ildren,
^a
i.e., communication
skills.

621

S

.

9

reading d i f f iculties
10

.

lot
11

cUsL^r

.

ma t hematics
12

.

15

.

505
a"d

453

techniques?

14

259

^

Ustenin 9 and questioning

.

.

.

09rameS in

'

13

5

Chl 1C^ ren With

1088

Training in inculcating societal
cultural values in the classroom. and
Practical applicationof real
experience in the classroom. life

Recognition and diagnosing of
learning^
disabi li ties
.

16

17

.

.

How to use art, drama,
music
craft in the classroom.

1254

428

1509

^
441

aid instruction programme
ror teachers.
235
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.

Analyzing the response

^^st ratification

The next
part of the process, and
the most important for
this writer
as DM (Decision Maher,
in creating inservice
program guidellnes was tabulating the
priority items
by stratificacomponents.
First, the priority items
for the whole
group were added up, that
is the number that were
circled
(see Table 16).
Second, the given numbers
.

,

(from 1-289) of
the respondents who had
registered themselves as teaching
K

were recorded; a similar
recording was made of the
numbers of respondents registering
grades 3-4, and 5-6;
experience in years 1-4, 5-9,
10-15, 15-over; and major
locale urban and non urban (see
Table 17) for breakdown.
Third, the number of circles
for each of the 20 questionnaire items was tabulated for each
of these 11 stratifications.
Fourth, the entire 11 categories were
ranked 1-20,
Rank #1 being the questionnaire
item recieving the largest
number of circles (or point scores) in
each case.
2

In

Appendix

P may be

found a table with these rankings.

A

final ranking was added, the checked
items alone.
It was fascinating for this writer
to analyze the

completed table.
interesting:

(a)

The following examples are among the most
One questionnaire item clearly stands,

out as overall favorite

(#5)

with four others

a

distant

second, third, fourth and fifth (#19, #15, #2 and
#1).

Number five as expected turned out to be most scored of
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the five:

"Instruction Qn

_

eduoatiQnai methQds and

^^^

materials

Number fifteen and
number
expected likely hiqh scorprq.
D
scorers.
9
Recognition and diagnosing
of learning disabilities/'
and "Teaching us how
to motivate
the Children." The
real surprise for the
writer is questionnaire item #20 which
ranked a distant 8th:
"Instruction
on effective methods
of discipline."
this writer's
conversation with teachers
iscipline was constantly
cited
as a problem.
Statements such as "we can't
talk
..

m

•

'

to the

Children anymore," "what can
you tell the children of
today,
they know more than you
do and can even teach you,"
"You
tell them to sit down, they
tell you to shut up," etc.
This writer was sure it
would appear as the number one
need but it did not. An
obvious explanation might be
that
teachers do not consider it as
important as the higher
scored needs.
(b)
Questions #17, #18, and #6:
"First
aid instruction for teachers,"
"Instruction on how to get
along with headmasters /headmistresses
"
and "Effective
assessment technique," were all at the
bottom of the scale.
These may have been ranked low
because teachers found it
hard to conceive of these items as
needs that can or

should be made into an inservice programme
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*

Maki ng Final Analy se

The final point about
the questionnaire data
centers
on the comparisons
that were made among
the various
stratification groups.
In most cases there
was no wide
disparity between the
groups.
P or instance take
item #5
on the questionnaire
and compare the crosstabulations with the grade
level taught (see Appendix
R,
Eighty-seven percent of the K-2
teachers saw it as a
need, for teachers teaching
K-3-4, 75% felt it was
a need.
While 65% of the K-5-6
teachers considered it an
important
need.
The crosstabulation by
grade level taught for five
top and bottom priority
items is shown in Table 18.
(See Appendix R for statistical
breakdown for all

stratification groups.)

It is interesting to this
writer

to note that for teachers
on all grade levels with

experience of up to 15 years, the
highest priority
need is #5:
Instruction in new educational methods
and materials," while for teachers
with over fifteen
years of experience the highest priority
need is #13:
Training in inculcating societal and
cultural values in
children.
An explanation for this might
be the fact

that teachers with more teaching
experience, have seen

better days" than they are seeing now and wishing
back the "good old days."

In other words for teachers in

Grades 1-6 with 1-15 years experience, #5 is

a

relatively
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high priority item
while6 for teachers
u
with over 15 years
experience, #13 is the
hlgh priority
Another comparison may
be made. In Tables
18, 19
20, and 21 are found
each of the top five
and bottom five
priority items registered
by each of the stratif
icatrons of
teachers.
Thus teachers in K- 3-4
and S- 6 voted
..instruction
nSW edUCati ° nal methods
—rials" and '.Instruction
make children feel good
and proud of themselves"
as their ,1 and
#2 priorities.
But teachers in K-2
voted
'Instruction on new educational
methods and materials",
and "Recognition and
diagnosing of learning
disabilities"
as theirs.

^

,

"

This completes the analysis
of data from the 21
group interviews in ten
Surulere/Itire/Ikate School
in Lagos State and from
the questionnaire
responded to by 289 Surulere/Itire/Ikate
School Districts
primary school teachers. There
seemed to be ample material
for a Decision Maker (DM) to
use in making up guidelines
for inservice educational
programmes for the study's
primary school teachers. Those
guidelines will form the
content of the first part of the next
and final chapter
of this dissertation.

TABLE
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1

Top Five and Bottom
Five PrinrU..
f loritv
by1—Grade tneve
±
p\m

—

,

l
I

m
TauqhfT

K-2
Rankincr

#

_Needs Statements
1

•

°" neW

materials?"

tional methods and

2.

disabilities?"^
3.

““*•“*"*

0 f

and "proud " °themse
1 ve™
4.
5
6

of learning

Childr

“

^ood

Teaching us how to evaluate
the children.
New methods in curriculum
adaptation.
H

t

c ?:ss ?ooT

art ' drama

'

crafts in the

7.

masters"and

^sSeHe.? 10 " 5

With Head ~

8.

Effective assessment techniques.

9.

Remedial programmes in English
and Mathematics.

10.

C

rr?he ^ass?

1

.

0”

materials
2

.

liCati °" S ° f real - life ex
P er iences

^

nSW educatlonal methods and

Instruction on how to make children
feel and
be proud of themselves.

3.

Recognizing and diagnosing of learning
disabilities.

4.

Teaching us how to motivate the
children.

5.

Observation, listening and questioning
techniques

6

The use of games and hands-on techniques
for
the classroom.

Table 18

13

(Continued)

Effective assessment
techniques.
th°:

classroom

!*

'

” U8ic *» d

«aft

if

First aid instruction
programs for teachers.
With

master^and SeaSSL
K-5-6
11

materials?

^

^

educatio "al methods and

Instruction on how to make
children feel good
aood
and proud of themselves.

New method in curriculum
adaptation.

Teaching us how to motivate
the children.
n
i
nC lGating cultural a *d
societal
values in ?he
v?iies
?
the classroom.

Practical application of real
life experiences
Remedial programs in English and
Mathematics.
The use of games and hands-on
techniques
for
^
the classroom.

How to use art
the classroom.

,

drama, music and craft in

Instruction on how to get along with Headmasters and Headmistresses.
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TABLE
To ^ive and Bottom

Fi

1

ve _ p rioritv Itpmg h „ v „_„
ot Experience
.

1-4 years

Rankinq

#

Needs Statements
1.

0

materials?
2.

3.

^

h
a?fp???r? f °? he ?:e ?? e r ke chUdren
i

d???E?i ?t??s?
4.
5.

nSW educati °nal methods
and
feei

^

nd diagnosin 9 of learning

Teaching us how to evaluate the
children.
New methods in curriculum
adaptation.

6.

Knowledge of child development
theories.

7.

?r?So?m PUCatl0n

8.

Effective assessment techniques.

9.

How to use art, drama, music and
craft in the
classroom.

10.

Instruction on how to get along with
Headmasters and Headmistresses.

° f rSal

Ufe “Periences

5-9 years
1.

Instruction on new educational methods and
materials

2.

Instruction on how to make children feel good
and proud of themselves.

3.

Teaching us how to motivate the children.

4.

New methods in curriculum adaptation.

5.

Recognition and diagnosing of learning
disabilities

6.

How to use art, drama, music and craft in
the classroom.

Table 19

(Continued)

13

Effective, assessment
techniques,
11011

in the classroom?*

° f real ' life experiences

Remedial programmes in
English and mathematrcs

-ste^sInS Headmistresses ? 1009
10-15 years

Aerials?”

°° neW educati °^l
methods and

Instruction on how to make
childr en feel good
and proud of themselves

Observation
techniques

listening and questioning

Training in teaching children
with reading
difficulties.
Recognition and diagnosing of
learning
disabilities.
Instruction on how to get along
with Headmasters and Headmistresses
.

Practical application of real
life experiences
in the classroom.

Remedial programme in English and
Mathematics.
The use of games and hands-on
techniques.

First aid instruction programme for
teachers.
15

&

over years

Training in inculcating societal and cultural
values in the classroom.
Recognition and diagnosing of learning
disabilities
Teaching us how to motivate the children.

Table 19
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(continued)

and ^proud°of°themse

kS Children

^ood

Ives

Instruction on effective
methods of discipline.
Effective assessment
techniques.
New methods in curriculum
adaptation.

master^and

^

H “*~

Knowiedge of child development
theories.
Teaching us how to evaluate
the children.
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TABLE 20
by

r^i.

Urban
#

Needs St atement-?;
instruction on new
educatronal methods
and materials
S

of themselves?

^

t0

Chi

^en

feel good and proud

Teaching us how to
motivate the children.
Training in teaching
children with reading
difficulties
Hecognition and diagnosing
of iearning
disabilities.
Instruction on how to ooflong W1 th headmasters
9
headmistresses.
and
classroom.
8

.

9

.

10

.

aPPiiCati °" ° f

"* l

lif « experiences i„

t „.

Remedial programme, in
English ,„d mathematics.
The us. of ,a„es and
hands on tech„i „. s fot
q
classroom.
First aid instruction
programmes for teachers.

Non-urban
1

.

2

.

Instruction on new educational
methods and materials.
3

of themselves?
3.
4

.

5

.

r

.

t

ci ass iooi.
9.

10

h° W

^

^

al ° ng Wlth headmasters
and

How to use art, drama, music
and craft in the classroom.
Effective assessment techniques.

.

7.
8

Children feel 9°°* and
proud

Recognition and diagnosing of
learning disabilities.
New methods in curriculum
adaptations.

headmistresses
6

^^

.

aPPllCati ° n ° f real llfe experiences
in the

First aid instruction programme
for teachers.
Instruction on how to get along
with headmsters and
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TABLE 21

priority

>..

.

....

Male

Ranking

#

Needs Statements
Instruction on n.» oducationai
.othods and materials.
"°“
k = Child "" '*!
9°°d and proud

““

;?t“»X”
3

.

4

.

5.
6

.

7

.

8

.

9

.

10

Teaching us how to motivate
the children.
New methods in curriculum
adaptation.

Recognition and diagnosing of
learning disabilities,
application
real life experiences in
the
classroom.
Remedial programme in English
and mathematics.
How to use art, drama, music,
and craft in the classrom.
h ° W t0 ® et al ° ng with
headmasters and
headmistresses
.

The use of games and hands-on
techniques in the classrom.
Female

1

.

2

.

instruction on new educational
methods and materials,
of themselves?

3

.

4

.

5

.

6

.

7

.

8

t0 make children

9°°^ and proud

Recognition and diagnosing of learning
disabilities.
Teaching us how to motivate the
children.

Training in teaching children with
reading difficulties.
How to use art, drama, music and craft
in the classroom.
Remedial programmes in English and
mathematics,

.

classroom.
9

^

a ^ plicat ^ on

.
.

headmistresses

^° W t0

real life experiences in the

^

al °" g Wlth head "> a «ters and

C H A p T ER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

^

the__need for—r^form__iri—inservice

Early in the first part of
Chapter

I

the term

"inservice education" was defined as
follows:
e V1Ce edUCatl0n " is USed in
thls dissertaHnn fto refer
f
tion
to formal and informal education
5
courses, workshops, conferences,
etc.
whose purpose is to inform, train,
or qive

S™

'

experiential opportunities to professional
educatoris in order for them to
grow in knowledge
d expertise and thus to become
better educators.

The need for valid, useful inservice
education of teachers
was derived from many sources.
These sources generally
stressed that, for appropriate changes to
take place in the

Nigerian education, reforms that would make
for better
education of the diverse student body, the
educators
themselves have to be reformed in some way.
and McCullough (1973)

As Wagstaff

say:

schools will not change unless educators
change, not once but continually.
Thus, the
continuing education of educators themselves
is at the heart of
school reform.
(p.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Preservice education of teachers can no longer be
the beginning and the end of teacher education.
137

.

1)

.
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The sources also stress the need, for increased

involvement of the teachers themselves in the whole
process of inservice education.

Instead of

a

few

ministerial officials making up the specific programmes
and the rules for attendance, the teachers should help plan
the programmes.

Much of the complaint in regard to in-

service programmes has come from teachers who regard them
as irrelevant to their needs, thus an imposition on them.

With teachers' needs directly addressed and with teacher
input as to kinds and locales of inservice programmes,

much of the resentment associated with these programmes
can be diminished.
Thus, needs assessment as a means of determining

actual priority needs of teachers for specific inservice

education has been defended as the best method of involving
teachers in the first stage of their continuing education.
These assessment projects described in Chapters III and
IV above is one such method.

With its data, decision makers

can devise inservice educational programmes which should

help primary teachers of Surulere/Itire/Ikate School

District, Lagos State, to "grow in knowledge and expertise
and thus to become better educators."

As has been explained,

the Surulere/Itire/Ikate School District is the second

largest school district in Lagos State (67391 pupil

population and 1,731 teacher population); it has

a

wide
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Pe of different kinds of
school systems (large
urban
and small semi urban)
sinoe
.

^^^^

Itrre/Ikate School District
Questionnaire, moreover
grew out of definitions of
need of teachers rn the
Lag os
State, it is hoped that
the inservice programmes
suggested
in this chapter will he hoinf„i
P ul to primary school teachers
in the Lagos State
school system.

In Qrder tQ use the

this study

needs assessment to best
advantage, the
writer as decision maker
(DM) proposes certain
considerations.
First, let it be said the
writer does not plan to
suggest more than the barest
kind of content of particular
inservice programmes.
The burden for devising and
implementing the programmes themselves
should be borne by the
various specific decision makers
who might use these
1,e

-,

s

data,
the Lagos state school board
division of inservice

education.

The school board has the requisite
programme

preparation expertise and the knowledge
of specific groups
of teachers to implement useful
programmes.
This writer can, however, give several
kinds of
guidelines for implementing programmes
based on the needs

assessment data.
from the data:

There are two major categories of results
(a)

prioritized items suggestive of the

nature of certain inservice programme, and

(b)

the rankings

of these data by the 11 stratifications of
overall priority
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UStln9S

'

teaCher 9rade leVe1

locale.

'

teac her experience
and

Guidelines for inservice
programmes, then,
should be addressed
to kinds
mds of programmes suited
for
some of these categories.

needs, taken
To facilitate the first
set of guidelines to
be
discussed, the writer
decided to use only the
first lo
rankings of questionnaire
items, the top 501 marked
in the
check column and also
circled, with a rank score
of 1077 or
above.
That is, not only did
respondents check it as an
they would like to have
in an inservice
programme and
considered it one of their
top five such items of
importance,
but also enough respondents
marked it thus to give it a
score of 1077 or better.
Table 22 lists these 10 items
in rank order with
abbreviated titles.

A helpful way to start using
these data was found
to be by categorizing the
need items as
follows:

dealing with

(a)

those

general kinds of instruction for
students,

specific ways of handling students
and
needs of particular students.
Table
(b)

(c)

special

23 lists the

abbreviated names of items considered
to fit each category.
The rationale for selecting these
categories came from

examining the whole lists as well as
number and grade
levels of students who might benefit

from their teacher's
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Table 22
T he Top IQ Questionnai re
Items in Rank

Rank
1

#

Item

#

nr^r

Abbreviated Name of

Tt-pmi

.

5

2.

19

Making children feel good and
proud of themselves.

3.

15

Recognition, diagnosing
learning disabilities.

4.

2

Teaching us how to motivate
children

5.

1

New methods in curriculum
adaptation

6

.

9

Teaching children with readin<
difficulties.

7.

13

Inculcating societal and
cultural values.

8

.

20

Instruction on effective
methods of discipline.

9.

12

Observation listening and
questioning techniques.

10

.

3

New Educational Methods and
Materials

Understanding individual
child's educational needs.
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Table 23
Ca tegories of th e Top
10

Category
Item

5

2

12

.

.

.

#

Rank

#

innn; , re items
(

a)

General kin ds of Instruction
for students

New educational methods
and
materials
New method in curriculum
adaptation
Observation, questioning and
listening techniques.

Category

(b)

Specific techniques for
~~
handling students
2

.

Teaching us to motivate children.

20

.

Instruction on effective
methods of discipline.

19

.

Making children feel good and
proud of themselves.

Category

(c)

Special needs of particular
students
9

13

.

Teaching children with reading
difficulties.

.

Inculcating societal and
cultural values.

15

.

Recognizing and diagnosing
learning disabilities.

3

.

Understanding individual
child's needs.

learning experiences
in the appropriate
^aervrce programme
Rationale for assigning
assigni
specific items to
each cate 9 °
1Y
will be made in
sections <a)
(a) thrOU
th
h
9 h 1=) below.
As will
escribed later,
moreover a di
f
different
DM could very
wel, categorize
the same list
differently.
It is the
££i££i£lc of categorizing
which is being
illustrated here.
To begin to suggest
hinds of inservice
programmes
o match these
categories appropriately,
the following
criteria were used,
based on research
on inservice education and the history
of new programmes
in L agos statediversity of teachers
participating in the
programmes.^
different kinds of
persons preparing the
programmes; and
various locations and
times of their offering.
The re seem
to be three major
classi
J
Classifications here. Each
adapts to
one of the categories
above:
.

.

.

.

A wide diversity and
large number of teachers,
regardless of special
stratifications; the programme
offered in some large
centrally located building
with
facilities for mass
presentations, at a time
convenient
to most teachers
(vacation period).
To this writer, the
kinds of inservice
programme needs listed under
category
(a) in Table 23 seem
to fit here.
All three
(a)

are large,

region-wide needs, information
about which could be
presented to a large diverse
teacher population.
For
instance, every teacher at
whatever grade level or in
whatever specialization would
benefit from knowing about
new educational methods and
materials.
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CM » select

„„c«

^

t.ec.t,

“

Celt ill; programmes
,„ a
offered by the same
persons as inn (a)
a
with carefully
chosen moderator or
instnw^
tructor presumably
expert in
addressing particular
need^eds, in
the programme offered
in some
central locale or
designed by the cAperr,
expert
(

>

,

at a ttime conthe expert and to
the average teacher
expected.
AS in category ,a,
the needs under
category (b> apply to
teachers from a large
area, but these needs
are becomrng
more specrfrc to the
needers.
Many teachers are
satisfied
Wfth their methods of
discipline and motivation,
for
instance, even though
all could probably
benefit from
further advice.
For some teachers, making
chrldren feel
good and proud of themselves,
i.e., positive self
concept
in ° hlldren ' P-vrdes
an overall philosophy
of teaching
and they would want to
attend programmes on this
subject.
The concept runs across
all stratifications.
,

Attendance would be on the
basis of felt needs, therefore.
(c)
A select number of teachers
from a small
area,

such as non-urban area
teachers, sometimes restricted
to
a grade level's
particular need, to an experience
level,
etc., sometimes not; the
programme designed by an individual
headmaster or teacher or a group of
them; the programme
offered either at a centrally
located school
or in a

particular school, usually right after
school on
day.
Whereas many of the items in category
(c)

a

regular

are needs

Of a great many primary school
teachers, their implements-
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tion is particularly suited to

a

single school.

Although
many aspects of "Reading difficulties"
could be presented
in a programme such as (a) above,
what would be of most
help to teachers within a particular
school would be ways
to work with specific reading
difficulties, in specific
classroom or reading group. The other
need items under
this category have similar application.
They are all best
addressed in a small restricted environment.
Such categorizing then, is one way of
starting
to deal with the total list of needs
statements from the

respondents to the questionnaire.

A second guideline to be considered is based on
the availability of resources.

by decision makers

Hutchinson

(or,

The question may be asked

to use another term in Coffing-

NAM information users, "which one

(s)

of

these many pertinent needs should we address first?"

Available resources are the key to decision making here.
How much money does the state have to pay resource persons
as expert instructors,

to provide transportation for

participants, to mail notices and to buy necessary

materials?

Who is available to help run inservice pro-

grammes, to plan the many details, to do the secretarial

work?
this

—a

What kind of time can we allocate to

a

project like

full day, a half day, a vacation period? What

materials do we have available, and which ones do we have
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to locate, borrow
or purchase?

^

Information users at

whatever level, must
consider resources
the nature, scope, or
indeed

the very fact of an
in-

service programme.

Resources might be perfectly
adequate
for teachers on one
programme and not at all
adequate
for teachers on another.

Closely allied to available
resources is the
prioritization process.
This will be discussed in
much
more detail in the section
below dealing with stratification of needers.
Suffice it to say here that
an information-user would want to initiate
inservice programmes for
primary school teachers in
"new educational methods and
materials
(Rank # 1 ), before programmes
in "New methods
curriculum adaptation" (Rank
#5).
Even though both are
the top 50% of needs, both
are in category (a) (General
kinds of instruction for students)
and both might use
approximately the same resources in
their implementation,
one clearly stands out as a need
of as many teachers as
the other.
On the other hand, within the same
category, in
what order to address oneself to
"observation, listening
and questioning techniques" would be a
difficult question
to answer if based solely on
prioritization. The last
need is only 8 score below the previous
score.

m

,

Thus, considering the questionnaire data as
a simple

body of prioritized needs statements, these
guidelines
have been suggested:
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Classify the statements
in terms of the
general nature and scope
of their participants,
the
appropriate implement^
bodies, and locatrons
and times
of rmplementation;
,b) at whatever
(a)

level one is as an

information-user, consider

a

range of available
resources-

money, persons, trme and
materials; for no matter
how needfUl a pr
e mi 9 ht be, if there
are few resources for
implementing it, it cannot
be put into useful
effect;
(c) within the
classification of needs as
suggested in the
first guideline and with a
general knowledge of resources,
consider the expressed
prioritized needs of potential
participants. As has been said
several times before, there
is no point in answering
questions that have not been asked,
or, in this case addressing
needs felt by only a few
persons.
Finally, do not consider that
these three
guidelines follow one another in any
particular chronological
order.

°™

G uidelines:

the to tal list taken by stratifications

As was discussed in Chapter IV, Part

3,

.

Analyzing

the responses by stratifications,
there were seen to be

differences in prioritized items depending on
the grade
level, the locale, and the experience
level of teachers

responding to the needs statements.
(top and bottom

5

Tables 18, 19, and 20

priorities for each group) were supplied

to facilitate comparisons among the
stratifications.
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ossifications of inservice
programmes are
immediately suggested by
these data.
First, it is

obvious that certain
kinds of teachers by
grade level,
experience and locale will
benefit from certain
educational
programmes more than others.
After examining the top
five
priority in Table 18 of
four grade level
stratifications,
one can definitely say
a
j-v,
tnat all
y sav thatthe teachers favored
programmes in "New
nu-w educational
edurflfinnn methods
u n
and materials" being
ranked #1, and all except
K-2 teachers favored
programme
in "instruction on how
to make children feel
good and proud
of themselves," ranked
#2.
Similarly diversified a
programme on "Recognition and
diagnosing of learning
disabilities" would be well
received by K-2 teachers who
ranked it #2, and by K3-4
teachers who ranked it #3 but
not by K 5-6 teachers where
it ranked #7, not even in
the
top 50%.
1

i

±.

,

Experience level for the most part
did not have a
clear cut priority for all groups.
With the exception
teachers with over fifteen years of
experience, all of
the teachers had the same top
four priorities.
For
teachers with over 15 years teaching
experience "Training
inculcating societal and cultural values
in the classroom" is of primary importance, ranked
#1.
"Recognizing
and diagnosing of learning disabilities
was considered
of

m

next in importance, ranked #2 while a
programme "Teaching
us how to motivate the child ren" was
ranked
#3.
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The stratification on
locale, urban and
non-urban
were seen in the Chapter
IV analysis to be
remarkably
similar from the data in
Table 14.
Four items are
common to the top 5 in
both locales and 2 in
the bottom 5.
To make up inservice
programmes on the basis of
stratification data from the
Surulere/Itire/Xkate School
Disrict questionnaire, then,
an information user
must
take into account primarily
the first two categories
of
stratification and secondarily
the urban, non-urban
locales.
Various combinations are
suggested by the data
in Tables 17, 18, and
19.
As can be noted, the top
five
priority items, if made into
inservice programs would
meet the needs of most of the
teachers.
The content of
an inservice programme, whoever
prepares it, should be
keyed to the nature, present
abilities, and probable
teaching situation of the participants
who will attend it.
Thus where this writer sees the
needs assessment as being
of high quality
is in establishing a total
prioritized
list of current needs of a given
population of needers;
and also suggesting, from a breakdown of
stratification
,

,

priorities, which segments of those needs would
primarily
benefit from certain kinds of programmes to
fulfill the
needs
At this point, all but one aspect of the guidelines
for inservice educational programmes have been
illustrated
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The last aspect is
measurement.

it will be re „ U ’iiib ered

from the explication
of the Cof f
ing-Hutchinson NAM, in
Chapter II, that
n
h
Se
P
SOUght for
Shiuid be° in ?he
rae definition
dS?
,no
of nppdq
e
We11 fin that one or
-ore If ».'*c
needs aro U
n ? y being
Such
mel
inllrmltLn
rormation iS
yr obviously
K
of high interest 10 a
subsequent planning of
educational programmes

L

tv,..

m

h

f

.

^^tely

•

The writer went on to say
that a limitation was applied
that the Secretary of the
state school Board suggested
that no measurement be
done.
it was his opinion Lhat since
no relevant inservice
educational programmes had ever
been carried out, it would
be a waste of time aH d resources
to carry out a measurement
all
procedure.
in other words,
needs were to be considered
the
unfulfilled.
in any ease,

m

concept of measurement of need
fulfillment is
and should be carried out
whenever possible.

a

As a summary of the study to
this point,

'

/alid one

llie

following lists of steps are given,
incorporat.i i"J the
above guidelines for preparing
The
inservice prograim» es
*

steps put out not only the specific
work done i" this
study, but could also be used as a
format by any NA

attempting to assess needs.
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DM

establishes basic ar-^ of
need, scope of
needers,
and definers of the
needs.
DM sets up with NA
means of ascertaining
definition
of needs (like interviews
and questionnaires),
and

plans to implement them
to obtain total
priority data
and stratified priority
data.

NA conducts needs
assessment and analyzes the
data:

A certain number of total
priority items are
Classified by general types
and matched with general
types of implementing
programmes;
(a)

The priorities by stratification
are analyzed
to estimate the probable
nature of the content of
the proposed programmes.
(b)

4.

NA makes whatever measurement
of fulfillment of needs
resources allow, in order to
implement programmes
most usefully and economically.

5.

DM decides which programmes to
implement, in order
of his/her priorities.

—

? ar t 2.
-

E valuation of the

Assessment

The purpose of this study has been to
provide data for
establishing guidelines for valid, useful,
inservice

educational programmes for Surulere/Itire/Ikate
school

district in Lagos State, Nigeria.

Five secondary purposes

^

—
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have unfolded in the
course of the study:
a
Y
to justify
ervice education
in Nigerian
education
teachers; (b) to justify
needs assess me „t as
the most
viable means to help
teachers define therr
needs for i„service education; ,c,
to examine mod els
of needs assessment in order to design
a defining instrument
for use with
certarn primary school
teachers in the proposed
district;
,d
t0 deSi9n 3 m ° del
° f needs assessment
and use it to
define those teachers'
needs for inservice
education
programmes, ,e, to analyze
the results of data
gamed from
the assessment in order
to establxsh gurdelines
for inservice programmes.

7

- »

•

(

>

m

•

'

The ultimate proof of the
validity and utility of
study would be, first, in
seeing how many inservice
programmes might be implemented
as a result of the data
and
of the subsequent recommendation
for using it that has
been established here; second,
in seeing .how well these
programmes might be, third, in
seeing what evaluations of
those programmes would arise
from the standpoint of those
who implemented them and those
who participated
in them;

and fourth, in evaluating the
results of the implementation
of the programmes in the increased
feeling of competence
of their participants and finally
in the increased skill

gams, knowledge and valuable experiences of
of the participants.

the students

To quote an ancient aphorism, the
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proof of the pudding

is

in the eating .

Jt ig

difficuU

to see, however,

how an evaluation of
the study could
incorporate such ultimate
proofs at this point in
time
Good intents, srncerely
researched motives, logical
steps
and much reliance on
the cooperate and
ethical compliance
of a great many persons
have marked the progress
of this
Study.
But how much these
characteristics can
be

scientifically, objectively
evaluated is unknown.
One method of evaluation,
however, may be helpful in
analyzing the strengths and
limitations
of the study, an

examination of its main points
as they developed.
In
Chapter I the writer stated some
of the problems within
the Nigerian educational
system, specifically, the problem
of inadequately trained
teachers and as a result,
inadequately trained pupils.

The writer pointed to the

ever increasing need for inservice
education of these
teachers as a way of retraining them
and making them fit
for the classroom.
Moreover, in the writer's opinion, no
longer can a brief series of course work
in preservice
,

education of teachers be the
education.

be-all and end-all of their

In Chapter II the writer,

justify the need for
programme, did

a

useful, valid inservice educational

literature review of

tion in Nigeria;

education; and

a

(c)

(b)

in an attempt to

(a)

teacher educa-

historical overview of inservice

needs assessment models.
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After having highlighted
the history of teacher
education in Nigeria and
that of inservice
education, the
writer hypothesized that
needs assessment is the
most
viable manner of discovering
the needs of teachers.
Current
educational trends help bolster
this claim-particular
ly

the whole trend of
individualization.
for

“service education as

Limitations to the

a necessary ingredient
in

the educational growth
of Nigerian teachers lie
mainly in
the lack of conclusive
proof such education does any
good.
As far as needs assessment
is concerned, there is

again little proof in literature
as to its validity or
utility.
Although the writer examined a
considerable
amount of needs assessment models
to write the review in
Chapter II, only a handful mentioned
other assessments.
Despite the fact that needs assessment
as a process has
been in effect in some parts of the
world for over 30
years, it is only in the last decade
that they have been in
use in Nigeria, and not in any
significant numbers.
The limitation that applies to needs
assessment in
Nigeria, in this writer's opinion, is similar
to those for

inservice education:

it has not been performed enough to

analyze or evaluate.

Chapter III of the study was concerned with the

administration of the interview and questinnaire
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components of the assessment.

The original and revlsed

designs of the assessment
were explained.
the original
design, interviews of
three definer groups each
in Lagos
State teacher training
colleges were planned in
order to
provide prioritised data for
a questionnaire for
Lagos
state primary school teachers.
Because of unforeseen

m

circumstances the original design
had to be abandoned.
But a revised design was
able to be implemented soon
after.
Most of the principles of the
original design were adhered
to, with one major difference.
That difference
was that

most decisions about the details
of numbers of participants,
stratifications, locales, and times
could not be arranged
in advance.

The writer was able to stipulate
the three
definer groups for the interviews;
she was able to conduct
the interviews using the set of
directions she had made
up; she was able to choose the
school district
to be

assessed; and was able to choose the
number of participants.
Locales and times of meeting were completely
at the

discretion of the administrators of the schools.

Generally,

the interview came off successfully and
produced useful

data for analysis in this writer's opinion, however,
one

aspect of the interview should and could be modified.

Certain aspects of the direction for the interviews should
be rewritten.

Although the writer believed in the

principles of Cof f ing-Hutchinson NAM and wanted to test them
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as exactly as possible,

it was found that the
sample

Statement of the initial
stimulus question was not
enou g h
for almost all the
participants.
They needed further
clarification.
Such clarification (discussed
at length
in Part 2, Chapter III)

should be written into the

directions
The questionnaire was not
given to the same teachers,
or even a randomly sampled
number of the same teachers,
as from the interviews.
Rather, the questionnaire was
administered to 25% of the total
teacher population in the
Surulere/Itire/Ikate school district.
Stratification was
achieved by grouping the schools into
large urban and small
non-urban school systems. Also, the
writer sought to get
names and demographic information
about teachers
so as to

randomly sample them.
of Chapter III,

available.

As was explained in the latter part

this was not possible; there were no
lists

Thus, although the sampling for the
question-

naire was random, it was probably not as
valid as it could
have been.
Finally, in regards to the dissemination of
the

questionnaire itself, it will be remembered that the
questionnaires were disseminated by hand by the writer's
field-based research assistant, Mr. Gray Onobrakpeya.

Without taking anything from Mr. Onobrakpeya

'

s

integrity,

the writer acknowledges that there can be problems with

this type of

a

second hand approach.

Questions of
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validity can be raised.

As a rp^nitesult +-k
the writer recommends

that whenever possible, the
NA be involved in the

questionnaire dissemination
segment of the study.
As for the materials in
Chapter IV, the writer found
that most of the procedure
used in implementing interviews
and questionnaires had been
validated.
In the interviews
it was felt that the
numbers in each defining group
were
right.
The stratifications came out
to be well balanced,
at least by Nigerian
standards.
Procedures for obtaining
and analyzing the interview data
were thought to be satisfactory on the whole.
The 84 priority needs responses
from
the interviews were divided into
two groups, content and

descriptive

.

It was

decided to focus primarily on the

priority items labeled "content”.

categories

,

a

From the 37 content

20-item questionnaire was devised, primarily

14 of the teachers

"content" items,

5

of the administrators

"content" items and one of the Inspector's
"content" items.

These divisions might be questioned since it
was purely an
arbitrary decision on the writer's part. There
was nothing
in the literature on needs assessment to
suggest such a

division.

The rationale for it was that it was proper to

give the teachers most representation, since it was their

needs that were being ultimately defined.

The persons

closest to their needs were considered the administrators.
This divison seemed entirely appropriate.
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One other way of
analyzing the rntervrew
data was
considerd but only briefly.
That is, using all the
content
Wlth ° Ut
“ything. While a justified
approach, it was nevertheless
beyond the scope of this
writer's resources and time.
Secondly, the "descriptive"
items must not be overlooked.
If Maslow's hierarchy
of
needs is true, then it
becomes abso lately necessary
that
decision maker do something
about meeting those needs.
There were more "descriptive"
items than "content" items
and that according to Maslow,
means that teachers will
most
likely not pay attention to
"content" needs until their
descriptive" needs are met.
,

It was considered that the
questionnaire data was

analyzed in an appropriate manner.

A good explanation

for such a high return was the
fact that

perceived as a government project;

were hand delivered; and

(3)

(2)

(1)

the study was

the questionnaires

the questionnaire answering

done at the same time by all involved
for each of the
schools, and collected as soon as it was
finished.
The
returns did not yield anything abnormal
as far as the

stratifications were concerned.
pleased.

Thus the writer was quite

Some of the more significant points of the
data

were analyzed in Chapter IV,
first part of Chapter V.

a

great many more in the
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Finally, the writer
believes, that if
the sampling
e considered
reasonably valid, the
inservice guidelines outlined in
Part 1 above can be
of service to
information users.
The validity
th
y of the
sampling, it is
believed, is the crux
of the matter here.
The process of
sampling has been amply
Justified in the literature

as the
y feasible way to reach a
large given population
and
to analyse the data
that comes in.
The third part of this
chapter win focus on
some re c OIm„endations
for further
research.

The writer hopes that the
following points have
already been made clear:
both inservice education of
teachers and needs assessment
as a tool for defining
needs
are essentially new concepts
in the field of Nigerian
education.
This is true for inservice
education also. A
few teachers have managed to
grow and better themselves
through government sponsored
workshops, implementation of
new techniques; and a few
forward-looking administrators
have always sought ways to help
teachers grow through

planned learning experience.

Nation-wide and state-wide

programmes for helping teachers improve
their teaching
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-a.

^

it

nol „„ ta , c=al
ouiory
the quality of education
in Nigeria
da the government
Nigeria, did
begin to grapple with
the pxooiem.
problem
A, has
ha been
As
stressed,
needs assessment is
still in its infancy
in Nigeria.
,

Further research and
experimentation, then in both
education and needs assessment
are demanded
at this time.
since this writer's
dissertation
has

concerned itself primarily
with developing an
assessment
technique to ascertain needs
of certain teachers for
inservice education, she will
con fine her recommendations
for further research and
experimentation to matters arising
out of the concepts developed
in this study in regard
to the particular methodology
that was implemented.
The writer makes the following
recommendations, in
four sections, generally
corresponding to the four major
steps described in the project:

Research in the litera ture on needs
assessmentSimply as a research project in itself,
it is recommended
that Nigerian professional educators:
1)
Develop a
(a)

cross-referenced index of needs assessment
projects and
techniques, 2)
categorize the assessment instruments
regarding their purpose and scope,
identify
3)

the types of

assessments on file (i.e., interview, questionnaire,
etc.),
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c -*-te

the resources util ized,
time space and material
used for implementat ion,
5) review the
general results of
the assessments, and
give summaries of
strengths and
limitations of each.
)

As discussed xn chapter

Hi,

there are certarn selections
of a model and its
administra-’
tron that the wrrter
recommends another researcher
utilizes
study.
(a)
the original design of
the present
assessment, it is believed, has
merit.
The writer recommends its implementation as
follows:
make use of all
teacher training colleges in
Lagos State, determine with
the administrators and the
parents what needs they want
information about; make sure the
decision maker is not
also the Needs Analyst, i.e.,
refuse to accept the responsibility of being the decision maker;
ascertain what resources
are available and mutually agreeable
to both the NA and
DM(s);
general, plan as much as possible in
advance of
actual implementation of interviews
and/or questionnaires,
trying to maximize the careful selection
and standardization
of persons and procedures; conduct the
interviews and/or

m

questionnaires, personally, as outlined in Chapter
III;
apply appropriate measurement procedures of
fulfillment of
needs, as resources allow (see the section on
measurement
in the Co f fin g- Hutchins on NAM);

and present them to the DM(s)

finally, analyze the data

for whatever uses applicable.
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Using the original or
revised design whether
as first
outiined or with the
reco^endatrons for change,
fomented
a similar assessment
for the needs of secondary
school
teachers for inservice
educational programmes in
Lagos
state.
If resources allow,
compare research, procedures,
implementation, and data analysis
between that one and
the present study.
(b)

Analyzing Assessment Data

For an NA with expertise in

,

statistical analysis, either the
questionnaire data obtained
the present study or those
obtained from a

m

new study

could be computed in such

a

way as to yield complex

statistical variants, depending
particularly on the
demographic and stratified nature of
the participants
as well as on the characteristics
of needs defined by them.

Using the data for inservice education

.

Utilizing the

needs assessment data to suggest
guidelines for inservice
education programmes has been discussed.
Depending on
the expertise of a researcher and his/her
experience in

preparing inservice programmes, the use of data
like those
of the present needs assessment varies
considerably.

The

writer therefore makes the following recommendations
for
further research and experimentation in this area.
(a)

For a person who is already

with
l

a
j

a

decision maker faced

compelling need to implement valid, useful, in-
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service

education programs

in Lagos State,

for primary school
teachers

it is to be hoped that
the writer's

assessment data would be most
useful.

It is recommended
that beside evaluating
his/her own special
circumstances
one should also evaluate
his/her own locale and the
potential participants in the
programme (s) to determine
What ways their characteristics
match those of the

Surulere/Itire/Ikate School District.
Finally the DM should expand
considerably according
to his/her own expertise the
section labeled Content Items

,

For a person who wishes to do
research in this area,
but who, like the writer, is not
a full-time administrator
(b)

faced with making immediate decisions
to implement inservice programmes, there is another
course of action

possible.

Start at the findings of this study and
work

to evaluate inservice educational
programmes in one of the

twelve states in Nigeria, by using the same
assessment

procedures used in this study and make comparisons
between
the two, and if logically comparable in some way;

the

findings should yield data on the validity of this
writer's

assessment
With imagination and initiative, persons could do

multiple kinds of research and experimentation as
result of the research, procedure,

a

and analysis of data in

this study, to whatever breadth and depth might be desired.
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As has been stressed
ressed before, mservice
education and
particularly needs assessment
are still relatrvely
wrde
open.
They need careful
attention,
,

much experimentation

and valid data to
rncrease rn

them utility

and thus

tribute to the betterment
of Nigerian Education.
it
is hoped that the
present study will stand
among those
that contribute to that
betterment.
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APPENDIX B
LETTERS AND SIMULUS QUESTION
SHEETS
SENT TO PARTICIPANTS
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Hoping to hear from you.
Si ncerel y

Jul iette Maduka

Department of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
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8-1

Stimulus Question Sheet for
Principal
Teacher Training

-

Inspector of Education for

Lagos State

Imag.inc that

the Lagos State Ministry
of Education is

facilitating
inservice education programme
for Lagos State Teacher Educators.
Imagine the programme actively
in operation and is the best
you can think

an

of. and meeting the needs
of the teacher educators in Lagos
State.

Picture the situation closely,
and write down those things
you see which
indicate to you that the needs
of the teacher educators are being met

Return to

:

Jul iet

Maduka

University of Massachusetts
Amherst

,

MA 01003
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SCHOOL OF EOUCATION
HUMAN SERVICES AND APPLIED
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES DIVISION
MILLS

SOUTH

Dear Principal /Teachers

There has been quite a few articles written about the problem and
need for inservice education programmes for Nigerian Teacher Educators in
the past few years.
The most recent study done by U. W. Uche on teacher
educators perception of inservice training programmes in Lagos State,
point up the need for a more comprehensive programme development.
I
am working on my Doctoral dissertation over the next few months
and making up an inservice training programme for Lagos State Teacher
Educators.
I
would see this as "facilitated", because I believe that a
number of resources might go into such a programme--not only the Ministry
of education teacher training staff but also the students that are being
taught, the teachers as well as the principals, should be involved in this
area

Now, isntead of assuming that a single person, committee or even the
training institution themselves can plan inservice programme suitable for
the complex needs of teacher educators in the area, I believe that an
inservice program should address itself to the felt needs of the educators
involved.

Accordingly, it is my goal to mount a needs assessment which will be
addressed to as many kinds of educating persons as feasible. The inservice programme I would see as primarily applicable to teacher educators.
But I think that in making up a programme for them, the perceived needs of
such groups as students, principals, ministry of education representative,
as well as the teachers themselves can be addressed.
At this point I want to start at the next level to the top, with
the principal and teachers, to see what needs you each see for tne teacher
educators.
It is vital that we know what the principal believes are these
needs because the principal is responsive to a broader sense of institutional
desires than the teachers, and also important that we know what the teachers
see as their needs because they after all can better articulate what it is
they want in an inservice program for them.

Accordingly,
ask that you each, please, fill in the enclosed
sheet with needs you each think should be addressed by an inservice
programme for teacher educators in Lagos State. Notice the stimulus
question attached:
it asks you to imagine a situation in which the needs
I

1
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2

srsE.s

s?s
w

too much of a subiectTvo hacic K «/
-there is nothing more usef
ell than
have not asked.
I
believe that an inservir*
to the needs of the
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working from
al Process
?
questions stuJents

dUCaMo
?
to

baSed research *»istant.

Hoping to hear from you.
Sincerely,

Jul iet Maduka
Department of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
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Stimulus Question for the

Students of

Imagine that your institution is facilitating an inservice education

programme for Lagos State Teacher Educators.

actively in operation and

it

Imagine the programme

is the kind you will

yours to have so they can better meet your needs.

wish any teacher of
Picture the situation

closely in your mind, and write down those things you see which indicate
to you

that the need of your teachers are being met.

Return to:

Juliet Maduka

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

131

HI)

Stimulus Question Sheet for the Principal of

Imagine that your institution is facilitating an inservice

education programme for Lagos State Teacher Educators.
programme actively in operation and

is

Imagine the

the best you can ever with

for any institution, and meeting the needs of the teacher educators.

Picture the situation closely

in

your mind, and write down those things

you see which indicate to you that the needs of the teacher educators

are being met.

Return to:

Juliet Maduka

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA, 01003
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Pc)

-July

I

on d

28

-

ci

r

of

a r rcangements,

meet with Admi

Sum

meetings and needs
assessment,

ni st ra

tor/ teachers

in

ere Baptist School
Surulere Methodist School
1

July 29

Omololu Primary School
Surulere
Lagos Municipal School
Surulere

August

2

Ideal

Girls School

Ikate

Progressive Primary School Ikate
Anglican Primary School Ikate
August

3

Anser UD Dean Primary School
It.ire
Adisa Bahusa Primary School
I tire
Government Demonstration School

Itire

the
these school

i

nterviews
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Nl)

I

D

X

Needs Analyst's
Direction Sheet
Sedt

10 a

Clrcle
n

>h ° U

’

pencHes)°
3

each person

’

d

h<1Ve d

to

a

table.

writing instrument (NA
should have extra

.

l-h
The

following instructions
are for admi

ni s tra tors

pe.cn should

and teachers:

NA:
*

youTsh'ee^
in

the

school

numbers)

StatlsticaI

'"formation at the top of
PreSentin9
school
aUaChed Sheet at back f »r
note
Note ?hat
that your name is not
wanted.

"eoM rcl e^jhf
to pri
ha d

™ToV7?V?

NA:

X“1 \UllZZ

primary
the needs of the teachers f ?
believe can add valuaMe in?
the same

hino^effec VP
’•
the schools Thi? ????
the' needs (mention"?)
thers )

tZ^TfoT

° US

9roups are be ’"9 asked to define
education, all of whom
S ’" Ce they a ”
Really want
n?nT
qUa ’’ t >'’“"I
ebocation for the students of
S
° f three gr ° UpS that wi "
defl bb
I

'

Wl ” aSk you t0
^“enTnVr^T
"f?
the questions
is to have you
5

th
mpt

t

U

in°

'

s ;;/r,
NA:

^

res P°" d
some questions.
describe all the needs
Can p ° sslb ^ think of, including
ones that may already be
*•> «*•

«-">

th

»«

y0Ur school s primary school teachers
needs for
dre be '" 9 com P lete,
met.
Look
at
y
the
situation
clo?H? Ldd Wrl (’“I!
e d ° Wn o ver ythi
that you see which indicates to you
ng
th?t those
thn?? tteachers
?
that
needs for inservice education programme
are
After the CaPita1 ,etter " N "- "“»*’ bb " 1
toms as
you
l

i

?s?r?i’?e'??
d

'

?f

VZ ZZ/

'

MA:

(After about 8 minutes).
Now, to give you as many chances to list
as many needs as possible, imagine
that primary school teachers
needs for inservice education
programmes are not being met at all
Uon t merely imagine the opposit
of all that you have written so
ar, but see this as a new situation.

Picture in your mind those
things that indicate to you that they
are not being met.
Now transform those things into positive statements
and add to your list if
you do not already have it.
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f

r

if the items on "ylTul t
Zll
vou should consider
such criteria

Z\°

1

2

)

?°

U

h° U

\

d

'

which

asThes^ ^ludU^prlorUies

Most important for your
own needs or your
children's
P°

)

rtant

f° r

a11

d?str!ct
3)

f

Most important for all

feaSlWe

*

that

knewn

'

s

Pr mary SCh00 '

teache

h

re

U

3'

ven to be what you believe
to be
’

be^mpl’ementdln^to

).

Pr

r ty

out’lou d f o ra U t o°h Ia
’ir
e
items^are most desirableVor

other
9

^^:^ :^ ^

"™ e ^l
highest
next twoTespecUvely

#1

by

"

i" the school

primary school teachers.

ne6dS C0U,d

programmes

^

’'

t

n

b*

UP

each reading it
f

uir^e ?oLrj?

P

^

the need collectively judged
to have the
neXt °" e 3 #UI a " d a #IV by

^

'

tbe

(After about 10 minutes).
Please hand in your sheets.
On behalf
of the information-users who will
implement these data, I thank you
very much for your time and
cooperation.

ct
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1^3456 789lo

Defining Primary Schools
Teachers'

Teachers:
Sex

:

M

Please fill

in or circle
r

F

e

Need for Inservice
Education

appropriate item:

^
Grade
level
>

currently teaching

Years of fulltime teaching:
1-4

5-9

10-15

Experience mostly urban schools

List "N"

ftl

16-over

mostly non-urban schools
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APPENDIX F
DEFINING PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHER'S
NEEDS FOR
INSERVICE EDUCATION

Administrators

190
appendix
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

f

o

Oefining Primary Schools
Teachers Needs for Inservice
Education

Admi nistra tors

Sex

:

Please fill

M

1-4

Experience:

i

n

or circle appropriate

Number of years
^

—

10-15

Mostly Primary Schools

in

List "N"

n

terns

:

Education:

16-over

Mostly non primary schools

Administrative experience mostly
urban schools
sc hool

i

mostly non-urban
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APPENDIX G
DEFINING PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
NEED FOR
INSERVICE EDUCATION
Inspector of Schools

192
APPENDIX

G

Uefinin, Primary School
Teachers Need for Inservice

Inspector of Schools please
fill
Sex
1

Q~

M

:

1

5

'

n

in

education;

1-4

sq

16-over
in

supervision:

Mostly primary schools

1-4

5 _g

10-15

mostly non primary schools__

Supervisory experience mostly urban

n

or checl< off appropriate
items

Number of years

Number of years

List "N"

Educate

mostly non urban

over
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Lagos Municipal

School

Obele Oden
1

Ideal

Girls School

Ikate
2

Surulere Baptist School
3

Government Demonstration School
4

Anser-UD Dean Primary School
5

Surulere Methodist School
6

Progressive Primary School

Ikate
7

Omololu Primary School Surulere
8

Adisa Bashua Primary School
9

Anglican Primary School
10

194

APPENDIX H
PARTICIPANTS

195

APPENDIX

H

PARTICIPANTS
Surulere Baptist School

Administrator
Mrs. Philips

Teachers
Mr. Ajayi
Mrs. Coker

Miss Tayloe
Miss Andrew
Mrs. Ucheya

Surulere Methodist School

Administrator
Mrs. Avenagha

Teachers

Miss Stanza
Mr. Kir
Mr. Akapo
Miss John
Mrs. Johnson

Qmololu Primary School

Adminstrator
Mr

.

Onosode

Teachers
Mr. Obano
Miss Kmolafe
Mr. Iroro
Mrs. Thorpe
Miss Dada

196

Lagos Municipal School

Administrator
Mrs

Akinyemi

.

Teachers
Miss Coker
Abgowere
Mrs. Thompson
Mr. Disun
Mr A j agun
Mr.

.

Ideal Girls School Ikate

Administrator
Mrs

.

Adams

Teachers
Miss Aderibigbe
Mr. Nsisong
Mr. Anorue

Progressive Primary School ikate

Administrator
Mr.

Isiorho

Teachers
Miss Nnene
Miss Digke
Mrs. Orlu
Mrs. Adesina

Anglican Primary School Ikate

Administrator
Mrs

.

Brown

197

Teachers
Miss Okputa
Miss Gisenri
Mrs Omoleye
Mr. Kruise
Miss Cornelius
.

Ansar UD-Ean Primary School
Itire
Administrator
Mrs. Bendavid

Teachers
Miss Okonjo
Miss Ogot
Miss Morin
Mrs. Ongefe

Adisa Bashua Primary School

Administrator
Mrs. Allen

Teachers
Miss Kinka
Mrs. Olarewenju
Mrs. Owolo
Mr. George

Miss Jegede

Government Demonstration School Itire

Administrator
Mr. Amankue

198

Teachers
Mrs. R-Seriro
Mrs. Aligbie
Mrs. Azike

Miss Vivour
Mrs. Amao
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APPENDIX

I

UNIVERSITY OF BENIN STATE EDUCATION
ASSESSMENT
OF NEEDS STRATIFICATION COMPONENT
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APPENDIX I

University of Benin State
Education Assessment of
Needs Strat
Component

A

am:

I

.

1

2

.

3.
4

.

5.

6

B.

.

have been in education;

I

1

.

2

.

3.
4

.

5.

6.

C.

0-2 yea rs
3-5 years
6-8 years
9-12 years

13-20 years
More

Sex:
1.
2

D.

A school Committee member
Am Inspector of Schools or
Assistant
A Secondary School
Principal or Assistant
A Primary School Principal
or Assistant
A Secondary School Teacher
A Primary School Teacher

.

Female
Male

have been in my present position:

I

1.
2

.

3.
4

.

0-2 years
3-5 years
6-9 years
1 0 or
more years

i

fi

cation

APPENDIX J

LETTER ACCOMPANYING SURVEY
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Co

Centra

1

1

ea gue

s

:

l^XXdX'XbX!
Cr^ eX
d

"-v:/: e

rV

di

trict

>"<*

^

the Lagos State

iral er' ^,9pr ^-U

0n

heSe
r°
primary school
teachers adminUtrJ UP ’" terviews with a „„ b e r 0 [
0rS
and ^tpector,
Itire/Ikate school
in the Suru?e
district
r e/
*"0 W ° U
assessment^ si nce°on
ly°a

h

'

d

9reat,y

a

PPreciate your

u:
to

necessar yprovide valid inservice
nrnr/

Sires'"

3

^

5

'

t„

From the survey
data we he

S
res P°" df h3 d i rec
tTy to 's pec i f i c
„eeds
’

oY^hTtXrs^

Sincerely yours

Julie Maduka
Needs Analyst

Gray Onobrakpeya
Research Assistant
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DISTRICT
PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHER NEEDS FOR
INSERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
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appendix k
Def,„ ing

ere/

Needs

The level

I

t

i

re/I ka te School

for

K-2

Years of Fulltime teaching:

Directions:

Teacher

Inservice Education
Programme

now teaching:

Experience Mostly

Districts Primary School

3-4

104

Urban

5_ 6

5-9

M

10-15

F

Over 15

Mostly Non-urban

The following list of 20
items represents needs of
primary

teachers for useful, valid, and
satisfying inservice educational

programmes
Reacli each

in

item,

if the item is one which
you need, put

the first column provided.

After putting

a

a

checkmark

check on the item

which you need, go back over the list
of checked items and circle
the numbers of the four most
important items.
1.

New methods in curriculum adaptation.

2.

Teaching us how to movitate the children.

3.

Instruction in understanding of individual child's
educational needs.

4

Teaching us how

.

to

evaluate the children.

5.

Instruction on new educational methods and materials.

6.

Effective assessment techniques.

7.

Knowledge of child development theories.

8.

Instruction on how to talk to the children, i.e., communication
skills.

9.

Training in teaching children with reading difficulties.

10.

The use of games and hands-on techniques for classroom.

11.

Remedial

programmes in

engl ish and mathematics

12

.

13

.

Observation, listening
and questioning
techniques
Training in inculcating
societal and cultural
values
cl

14

.

15

.

16

.

17

.

18

.

19

.

.

in

the

assroom.

Practical app, ica tion
„ f rea

,

life experience in
the classr00m

.

Recognition and diagnosing
of learning disabilities.
How to use art, drama,
music and craft in the
classroom.

First-aid instruction
programme for teachers.

Instruction on how to get
along with the
Headmasters/Headmistresses.
Instruction on how to make
children feel good and
proud of
themsel ves

20

205

Instruction on effective methods
of discipline.
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APPENDIX

40Pn'° rity

ReSP °" Se

“e-s

L

by SuruUre/Itlre/Ik.te

Sghoo,

Di

stri ct

Teachers
1-

Teachers will

2.

Government will

3.

Government will
to

be given
accommodation.

give car loans.
q-j
y

ve insprv-iro
inservice

rv

programme allowances

participati ng teachers.

4.

Have programme for
integrating art, drama,
music
and craft into the
classroom.

5.

Updated instruction on
new educational methods
and materials.
C

6.

Provide us with better
teaching environment.

7-

Will

D

provide better and well
equipped school

bui Idi ngs.
D

8.

Teach us how to motivate the
children.

9.

Give instruction in understanding
of individual

C

child's educational needs.
C

10.
11.

12.

Teach new methods in curriculum
adoption.
The people will

They will

respect us as teachers.

give us certificates for attending
the

inservice programmes.
13.

Instruction on how to talk to children,
i.e.,

communication skills.
14.

The inservice programmes will
for al

1

teachers

provide transportati on

C

D

15.

16.

17.

(i

C

Recognition and diagnosing of
learning disabilities.

C

Teach first aid instruction
programmes to teachers.

C

18. Show us
19.

208

Teaching children with reading
difficulties

how to get along with the
headmasters.

Instruction on how to make children
feel

C

good and

proud of themselves.
V-*

20.

21.

22.

Instruction on effective methods of
discipline.

C

Headmaster should not police teachers.

g

Inservice training programmes should be
provided
at the universities or abroad.

23.

24.
25.

Provide remedial

D

courses in english and mathematics.

The nation should trust teachers.

D

Learn by doing, active involvement by teachers
in

inservice programmes.
26.

q

Parents should be taught to teach their children
respect.

g

27. The government should provide science labs

primary school
28.

C

for

science teachers.

g

Program to inform parents on how to aid their

children at home.

C

29.

Develop special curriculum for bright students.

C

30.

There should be more open house days so that
parents can see what teachers have taught their
children.

31.

32.

g

How to teach students to teach and help their

classmates.

C

Teachers should be given salary increases.

D

33

.

34

.

Government should give
scholarships to teachers
who
want to further their
education in teaching.

209

D

Teachers should be given
bonuses for attending

inservice programmes.
D

35

.

36

.

Teach operation feed the
nations to children.

Teachers should tell

C

the government abgut
bad

inspectors.
D

37

.

Teachers should be given
more promotions, we don't
believe our reward is only
in heaven.

38

.

D

Teachers should be given
pension allowances like

other civil servants.
D

39

.

Teachers should be assessed more
so that we can

work harder.
D

40

.

More amenities should be provided
for teachers
in non urban areas.
D
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PRIORITY RESPONSE ITEMS BY SURULERE
/ IT I RE / IKTATE
SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS

APPENDIX M
40 Priority Response Items
by Suroiere/I

211
ti

re/I kate School

District

Admi ni strators

1.

Teach teachers about child
development theories.

c

2.

Teacher be taught how to evaluate
the children.

c

3.

Teach teachers effective assessment
techniques.

C

4.

How to use games and hands-on
techniques in the
cl

assroom
C

5.

Teach application of real life
experiences in the
classroom.

6.

7.
8.

Teach teacher how to be patient with the
children.

c

Teach how to deal with the bad eggs in

C

classroom.

Vocational awareness for children who are not
gifted
i

9.

a

n

classroom work.

D

Teach teacher physical education so that all
teachers
will

be involved in physical

education.

C

10.

Teachers spend more time teaching than selling.

11.

Teach teachers to be responsible and not always

D

take sick leave.
12.

0

Good teachers should be rewarded while bad teachers

are punished.
13.

q

Teach teachers to keep their private lives out of
the classroom.

14.

Teachers

should take yearly examinations as

of their abilities as teachers.

D

a

measure
D

212
15.

Teachers should be commended
and not derided for
every
fault with Ni qeria

16.

Teach teachers how they can
begin to earn back

D

their credibility
D

17.

There should be inservice
programmes for the
parents.
D

18.

Teach more back to basics in
curriculum development.

c

19. Assessment of teachers
needs used to plan inservice

programmes.
20.

21.

Teachers will
They will

be provided

housing.

q

be sent abroad on inservice
exchange

programmes.
22.

The government provides more and
good books for

teachers to use in the classroom.
23. There will

24.

25.

g

be effective management which aims

at delivery an effective means of
organising.

g

Lessons and knowledge will

g

be updated.

Teachers should be assigned to classes for which
they are gualidified.

26.

g

Less emphasis should be placed on paper qualifications
nd more placed on experience.

27.

Teach teachers how to have professional

g

self

esteem.

g

Provide teachers with effective apparatus.

D

29. Teachers be given longer study leaves with pay.

D

28.

213
30.
31

Teachers need sufficient textbooks.
The state should provide

0

farm implements for

agricul ture.
D

32.

Instruct teachers in the use of play-way
teaching
met hod
C

33.

Teachers be taught how to be democratic in
the
classrom.
C

34.

35.
36.
37.

Hold seminars on selected subjects.

C

Provide qualitative inservice trainees.

C

Provision of adequate demonstrative trainees.

D

Provide certificates to all

participants of an

inservice education programme.

D

38.

Programme be open to all teachers.

D

39.

Provide orientation for newly appointed teachers.

C

40.

Successful

participation of teachers in inservice

education programmes should be reflected in salary
i

ncreases

D
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RE / IRATE
SCHOOL DISTRICT INSPECTORS

APPENDIX n
4

Priority Response Items by
Surulere/I

ti

215
re/Ikate School District

Inspec tors

1.

Teachers would be sensitive to the
community and
national

educational

needs.
^

2.

They would be taught observation,
questioning, and

listening techniques.
^

3.

Training in inculcating societal and
cultural
values in the children.

4.

q

They would be taught how to be good examples
to their
students.
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Instruction on how to make children fool
of t heinse Ives.

3.

Recognition and diagnosing of learning disabilities.

4.

Teaching us how

5.

New methods in curriculum adaptation.

6.

Training

7.

in

to

good and proud

motivate the children.

teaching children with reading difficulties.

Training in inculcating societal and cultural
assroom

values in the

cl

8.

Instruction on effective methods of discipline.

9.

Observation, listening and questioning techniques.

10.

Instruction in understanding of individual child's
educational needs.

11.

Teaching us how

12.

Knowledge of child development theories.

13.

Instruction on how to talk to the children, i.e., communication
skills.

14.

The use of games and hands-on techniques for classroom.

15.

Remedial

16.

How to use art, drama, music and craft in the classroom.

17.

Practical application of real

18.

Effective assessment techniques.

19.

Instruction on how to get along with the Headmasters/Headmi stresses

20.

First-aid instruction programme for teachers.

to

evaluate the children.

programmes in english and mathematics.

life experience in the classroom.
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